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Abstrakt 
 

Nekovalentní interakce jsou zásadní pro fungování biologických systémů. Uplatňují se například 

při párování bazí DNA nebo při sbalování proteinů. Kromě klasických nekovalentních interakcí 

jako je např. vodíková vazba jsou v poslední době objevovány i nekovalentní interakce neklasické. 

Příklad takové interakce může být halogenová vazba, patřící mezi σ-dírové interakce, jejíž znalost 

se již používá pro optimalizaci a návrh medicínských přípravků. Otázka, kterou se zabývá tato 

práce, je, zdali také chalkogenová vazba, rovněž σ-dírová interakce, hraje roli při vazbě existujících 

virových inhibitorů. Dále je také předmětem zájmu, jestli je možné nebo do jaké míry lze tyto 

existující chalkogenové vazby vylepšit, tj. zvýšit afinitu k virovým proteinům, které váží. Několik 

komplexů proteinů s ligandy s geometrickým uspořádáním vhodným pro chalkogenovou vazbu 

bylo nalezeno v PDB (Protein Data Bank) databázi. Pomocí kvantově chemických výpočtů byla 

zjištěna pro modelové systémy odvozených z těchto krystalových struktur jejich interakční energie 

a závislost interakční energie na geometrii. Dále jsme sérií substitucí optimalizovali tyto modelové 

systémy směrem k silnější chalkogenové vazbě. Na základě těchto výsledků považujeme 

chalkogenovou vazbu za nadějnou neklasickou nekovalentní interakci, která by se dala využívat 

pro návrh nebo optimalizaci inhibitorů virových enzymů. 

 

Klíčová slova: 
Nekovalentní interakce, ligand, inhibitor, virus, chalkogenová vazba, σ-díra, kvantová chemie 

 

  
 



 
 
 

 
Abstract 
 

Noncovalent interactions are vital for functioning of biological systems. For instance, they 

facilitate DNA base pairing or protein folding. Recently, in addition to classical noncovalent 

interactions such as hydrogen bond, nonclassical noncovalent interactions have been discovered. 

An example of these interactions is halogen bond belonging to the class of σ-hole interactions, the 

knowledge of which is already being useful for medical compound design. The aim of this work is 

to find out if the chalcogen bond, also a σ-hole interaction, plays a role in the binding of existing 

viral inhibitors, too. Following that, we are also interested whether or to what extent can these 

existing chalcogen bonds be optimized for a greater affinity of the inhibitor binding. Several 

protein-ligand crystal structures exhibiting geometrical properties favoring a chalcogen bond have 

been found in the PDB database. We examined the interaction energies and the interaction energy 

geometrical dependencies of model systems derived from these crystal structures by means of 

quantum chemical calculations. Further we have optimized their strength by a series of 

substitutions. We thus propose that chalcogen bond can become a player in rational design of 

inhibitors of viral enzymes and their protein target.  

Keywords: 

Noncovalent interaction, ligand, inhibitor, virus, chalcogen bond, σ-hole, quantum chemistry 

 

 

  



 

Abbreviations 
 

Å – ångström (the measure of distance, 1 Å=10-10 m) 

a.u. – atomic unit (the measure of electronic charge, 1 e-) 

BLAST – Basic local alignment search tool (bioinformatic tool) 

DFT – density functional theory (the computational method) 

ESP – electrostatic potential (the potential of electric field) 

FASTA – (amino acid or nucleotide sequence format) 

HF – Hartree-Fock (the computational method) 

kcal/mol – kilocalorie per mole (the measure of energy, 1 calorie=4.2 Joule) 

kJ/mol – kilojoule per mole (the measure of energy) 

PDB – protein data bank (the online database of biomolecular structures) 

TPSS –  Tao, Perdew, Staroverov, and Scuseria functional (the fuctional for the DFT computations) 

TZVP – valence triple zeta plus polarization basis set (the basis set for the DFT computations) 
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1. Introduction 
 

Formation or breaking of covalent bonds in biological systems is basically irreversible. However, 

function of biomolecules requires reversible processes. Thus, contrasting to chemistry, which 

studies formation and breaking of covalent bonds, for biology and related sciences nocovalent 

bonding is much more important. Indeed, structure of proteins, lipids, sugars or nucleic acids is 

largely dependent on noncovalent forces. Also fundamental molecular processes such as DNA 

replication, transcription and translation rely strongly on these interactions. 

Noncovalent interactions are about 10-100 fold less stable than covalent bonds. In certain cases, 

however, rather stronger association of biomolecules is required. For such cases, multiple 

noncovalent interactions can be combined together to produce a binding so strong that the 

association of molecules is close to irreversible. Folding of proteins may be an example of multiple 

noncovalent bonds working together in order to produce a very stable native conformation. For the 

formation of an α-helix in newly folding protein hydrogen bonds between C=O carbonyl groups 

and NH amide groups one loop below are essential. Similar to the α-helix, the β-sheet utilizes also 

carbonyl to amide hydrogen bonds, but this time each moiety is belonging to the different sheet. 

Further compacting and adoption of a tertiary and quarternary structure of a protein is driven by 

the formation of noncovalent interactions of protein´s side chains such as salt bridges and hydrogen 

bonds. The protein structure is then additionally stabilized by van der Waals forces and the 

hydrophobic effect. 

Without a reversible association of both DNA strands, the replication in the form that we know 

today would not be possible. This is also true for DNA-RNA hybrid in transcription and reverse 

transcription or RNA-RNA strand in replication of certain viruses. All these associations are 

determined by specific hydrogen bonds between adjacent bases. Moreover, DNA double helix is 

stabilized by stacking interaction between aromatic rings of bases placed one over the other.
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Aside fundamental processes, indeed, noncovalent interactions are also crucial for protein-protein 

interactions in allosteric regulation of proteins such as enzymes and for enzyme mediated catalysis 

itself. Transcription factor-DNA interaction or association of capsid proteins of viruses as well as 

the formation of a lipid bilayer are of course all governed by noncovalent forces, too. 

All the noncovalent interactions mentioned so far are well known and can be considered as 

classical, well established. The first description of hydrogen bond, at that time in terms of Lewis 

formalism, dates far back to 1920 (Latimer and Rodebush). 

More recently, other kinds of molecular noncovalent interactions have also been described. As for 

hydrogen bond there are weak hydrogen bonds C-H...O or C-H...π (C-H...aromatic ring), i.e. 

carbon-attached nonpolar hydrogen with oxygen or aromatic ring interactions. There is also a 

nonclassical variant of hydrogen bond between partially positively and partially negatively charged 

hydrogen atoms – the dihydrogen bond (Custelcean and Jackson, 2001). Other example of 

nonclassical noncovalent interactions are σ-hole based interactions such as halogen or chalcogen 

bond, that have been described relatively recently (Clark et al., 2007). 

The 20th century has witnessed a revolution in the discoveries and development of medical 

compounds as drugs. The understanding of a disease and a drug action on the molecular level 

enabled by the progress in the molecular biology lead to the rationalization of the drug development 

process. The drug binding is mostly based on noncovalent interactions, while the formation of 

covalent complexes by inhibitors and their targets is rather scarce (Krogsgaard-Larsen et al, 2010). 

Taking antivirotics as an example, we mention here the development of the anti-influenza drug 

Tamiflu or, the second generation drug against HIV-1, amprenavir (“Agenerase“). A good 

understanding of noncovalent forces that govern the drug binding is beneficial for a succesful 

design of new, optimized compounds. 

Alongside with classical, nonclassical noncovalent interactions are currently being investigated as 

another potential source of affinity gain for ligand binding. The dihydrogen bond for example plays 

a role in the binding of a certain metallacarborane, another anti-HIV drug (Fanfrlík et al., 2008). 

Nonclassical noncovalent σ-hole interactions are today the matter of intense research at both 

experimental and theoretical level. From these, for example, halogen bond is suggested to improve 
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the binding affinity of BI 201335, inhibitor of HCV protease NS3, compared to its unsubstituted 

analog (Lemke et al., 2011). Likewise, halogen addition to HIV-1 reverse transcriptase inhibitors 

was found to be important for the binding to their target (Himmel et al., 2005). 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Physical concepts 

To better understand the following sections about nonclassical noncovalent and σ-hole interactions, 

it is convenient to remember some of the fundamental physical concepts. Introduction of classical 

noncovalent interactions, hydrogen bond and ionic interactions in section 2.2 serves as a basis for 

the comparison of their properties to nonclassical noncovalent interactions discussed further in 

section 2.3. Nonrigorously defined van der Waals forces that included some of forces or effects 

mentioned in the subsection 2.1.2 will be used in historical context and rather the description of 

these forces separately will be preferred. 

2.1.1 Atomic and molecular properties 

2.1.1.1 Charge distribution 

Electrostatic properties of molecules are very important for determining the way they interact one 

with another. In molecules, the electric charge (the magnetic element in binding of two molecules 

is neglected as unimportant) is rarely distributed evenly, as it is in small spherical monoatomic ions 

such as Na+. These ions represent monopoles. In other cases, there are accumulations of positive 

(low electronegativity) or negative (high electronegativity) charge in certain regions around atoms, 

electric charge is distributed anisotropically. Electronegativity is the property providing a 

prediction about the position of such regions of positive or negative partial charge and the 

magnitude of this partial charge. The charge separation in frame of molecules is described in terms 

of multipole moments (dipole moment for dipole and so forth). The separation of partially 

positively and negatively charged regions may results in the electric dipole - such as in a water 

molecule (Fig. 1). The quadrupole is a separation of two partially positively and two partially 

negatively charged regions (Fig. 1) (Stone, 2013; Murray and Politzer, 2011). 
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Figure 1. Electric dipole and quadrupole 

An example of schematic ellipsoid electric dipole is on the left. Electric quadrupole of a benzene is in the middle and 

schematically on the right. Partial positive charge δ+ (blue) is around the hydrogen atoms on the periphery, partial 

negative charge δ- (red) is above and under the aromatic ring. 

2.1.1.2 Electrostatic potential 

The electrostatic potential (ESP) is a potential energy that results from Coulomb forces (Eq. 1, 

section 2.1.2.1) and it is a physical observable.  ESP can be computed for different isosurfaces of 

a molecule with different shapes and distances from the nucleus. One possible way where to 

calculate such isosurface is at a certain electron density away from the nucleus. ESP can be 

measured in units of energy. It has been shown, that ESP can be used for the prediction of the 

interactional tendencies of certain compounds (Murray and Politzer, 2011). 

2.1.1.3 Polarizability 

The polarizability describes the ease with which will the electronic cloud of a molecule be 

influenced by an external electric field and how large can be the dipole that arises from such action 

(induction). Polarizability is the largest for large molecules with a lot of electrons as it is 

proportional to the molecule´s radius (or to a distance from the nucleus in the respective axis).   

2.1.1.4 Orbitals 

According to quantum physics, it is not possible to define the position of a subatomic object with 

the absolute certainty. Atomic orbitals are areas in space with the greatest probability (arbitrarily 

defined) that electrons are situated there. Their shape can be derived from the solution of the 

Schrödinger´s equation as either s, p, d or f. Only the s orbital is spherically symmetric, as would 

be intuitively expected. p orbital for instance has three lobes along each of axes x, y and z (Figs.  

2, 12). When two atoms interact to form a molecule bound by a single bond, their respective orbitals 

combine into one bonding orbital and one antibonding orbital (two pz lobes shown in Fig. 2). The 
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electronic occupancy of the bonding orbital favors the binding while the electronic occupancy of 

the antibonding orbital weakens the bond.  

 

Figure 2. Formation of molecular orbitals by pz to pz single bond 

In this scheme, two “lobes” of atomic pz orbitals of compounds (atoms) a and b are brought together to form a single 

covalent bond. By their combination two different molecular orbitals arise – bonding and antibonding. 

2.1.1.5 van der Waals radius 

Historically, there was a practical necessity to establish a volume around atoms (molecules) that 

would not be accessible by other atoms, at ordinary temperatures and pressures, that are not 

covalently bound to them – it was named van der Waals volume. Such unpenetrable areas were in 

approximation considered as symmetrical spheres and their radius is van der Waals radius. Moving 

two atoms together forces their electron clouds to overlap. The Pauli exclusion principle that 

dictates that only two electrons with the opposing spin can occupy a single orbital (such as px) is 

then manifested in a repulsion (later referred to as exchange repulsion). Thereby the van der Waals 

radius is a distance between two atoms at which this repulsion balances attractive forces (Fig. 3). 

Van der Waals radii were obtained from crystallographic data or estimated from covalent bond 

lengths or other physical properties when necessary (Bondi, 1964). However, as explained later, 

much of noncovalent interactions also display an intermolecular distance below the sum of van der 

Waals radii.  Van der Waals radii for oxygen, sulfur and selenium are 1.52, 1.8 and 1.9 Å 

respectively.  
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Figure 3. The forces affecting interacting partners as a function of distance 

The general function depicting the dependence of forces on the distance of interacting partners can be plotted. Such 

curve has an energy minimum at a distance where the net attractive forces are the greatest. At the greater intermolecular 

distance forces affecting the interacting partners are smaller, but always negative - attractive. With the increasing 

separation forces are asymptotically converging to the x axis (to zero net force). With the decreasing distance, however, 

repulsive forces start to take over as the net force starts to converge asymptotically to the y axis (to infinite positive 

interaction energy). The sum of van der Waals radii of two interacting partners is at the point where attractive forces 

balance repulsive forces. 

2.1.2 Physical forces as basis for noncovalent interactions 

2.1.2.1 Electrostatic force 

Electrostatic force is a force between two (or more) static charge distributions of interacting 

compounds. Electrostatic force can be either attractive or repulsive (Fig. 4). The force of repulsion 

or attraction of charged moieties is described by well-known Coulomb equation: 

|F| = k
|qQ|

r2
 

Equation 1. The electrostatic force 

The electrostatic force F is proportional to the product of both charge values of two atomic or molecular species (q, Q) 

divided by the squared distance (r) between them. The k is the Coulomb´s constant and describes the influence of 

environment. 
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From Eq. 1 it is obvious that the force weakens with the second power of the distance between 

charged compounds, this makes electrostatic force the longest ranged and the strongest relatively 

to other interactions or forces such as dispersion (Stone, 2013; Kodíček and Karpenko, 2013). 

 

Figure 4. Electrostatic force 

Two charged compounds (ions) of the same sign of the charge electrostatically repel each other, opposite signs attract 

each other. 

2.1.2.2 Induction 

Induction or polarization is an effect in which a permanent dipole (or a multipole) of one molecule 

induces a distorsion of electron distribution on the other molecule by means of its electric field and 

ultimately generates an induced dipole, which can further interact (Fig. 5) (Sedlak et al.,  2015; 

Kodíček and Karpenko, 2013). 

2.1.2.3 Dispersion 

Dispersion or London dispersion force, named after F. London, is an induced dipole – induced 

dipole interaction, where the fluctuation of electron cloud of one molecule affects the electron 

cloud on the other molecule with its electric field. Resulting fluctuations on both molecules are 

aligned in a way that both molecules attract one another, dispersion is always attractive (Fig. 5, 

bottom). This interaction or force was historically included in van der Waals forces together with 

Keesom (dipole-dipole) and Debye (charge-induced dipole or dipole-induced dipole) forces. 

Nowadays van der Waals interaction and dispersion are often used interchangeably, though 
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(Grimme, 2011). These interactions wane with the sixth power of distance, and thus are relatively 

short-ranged. Dispersion is often exemplified by the possibility to turn noble gases liquid (Kodíček 

and Karpenko, 2013) and is the main stabilizing factor in interactions between neutral and nonpolar 

moieties. The fluctuation of electronic field is not excluded for polar or charged compound as well, 

though. Dispersion depends on the polarizability of both molecules, since polarizabilities describe 

the ease with which induced dipole moments arise due to the electric field (Sedlak et al., 2015). 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Dipole-dipole, charge-induced dipole and induced dipole-induced dipole interactions 

The figure shows schematically three types of interactions historically known as van der Waals forces. Keesom force, 

dipole-dipole interaction occurs between a positive dipole of one compound with a negative dipole of another. Debye 

force, charge-induced dipole (or dipole-induced dipole) interaction is an interaction between a dipole induced on one 

compound by an electric field of the other compound and the other compound. Dispersion is an interaction between 

an instantaneous dipole and a dipole of an opposite partial charge it induced on the other compound. 
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2.1.2.4 Charge transfer 

Charge transfer is an important effect at close distances where electron clouds of two molecules 

overlap. It may occur between neutral (nonpolar) compounds A and B and result in A+δ and B–δ 

compounds being attracted by electrostatics. The low ionization energy of A (the ease to become a 

cation) and the high electron affinity of B (the ease to become an anion) facilitate the transfer 

(Sedlak et al., 2015; Stone, 2013). Charge transfer is hard to define rigorously and energy 

decomposition methods define it arbitrarily. Charge transfer is often understood as a covalent 

component of the binding (Hobza and Müller-Dethlefs, 2010; Palusiak, 2010; Reed et al., 1988; 

Grabowski et al, 2013a), as in the cases discussed in further sections the charge is transferred to an 

empty orbital of an acceptor atom and is shared between both atoms. Most noncovalent bonds have 

a charge transfer component as their electron clouds overlap (Hobza and Müller-Dethlefs, 2010). 

Charge transfer can facilitate noncovalently interacting atoms to be at the distance below the sum 

of their van der Waals radii. 

Concluding remarks 

Nomenclature of these physical forces, effects, is somewhat arbitrary and they are not 

completely distinct one from another. Electrostatic force, an interaction between charges, 

is the key player in the other effects mentioned here. This electrostatic force is bound by 

laws of quantum physics and gives birth to induction, dispersion and charge transfer.  These 

effects together build up more complex phenomena, like hydrogen or halogen bond, that 

are always referred to as interactions. 

 

2.2 Classical noncovalent interactions 

2.2.1  Hydrogen bond  

A classical hydrogen bond D-Hδ+... δ-A (Fig. 6) is an interaction that is formed between a partially 

positively charged hydrogen in D-H (where D is an electronegative atom) and a lone pair of an 

electronegative element A. The D-H group is a hydrogen bond donor and A is a hydrogen bond 

acceptor. In Lewis acid-base formalism, A is an electron donor (Lewis base) and D-H is an electron 

acceptor (Lewis acid). Less conventional, weak hydrogen bond can also be formed with a weakly 
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polar carbon attached hydrogen atom as a hydrogen bond donor (C-H…O) or with a π-aromatic 

system as an acceptor (C-H…π) (Sedlak et al.,  2015). From different perspective, hydrogen bonds 

can be classified either as neutral (as in a water dimer), charge assisted (carbonyl oxygen to NH3
+) 

or ionic - “salt bridge“ (both interacting partners are charged) (Krogsgaard-Larsen et al, 2010). 

Electrostatics provides a substantial amount of stabilization in hydrogen bond, but hydrogen bond 

has also a covalent component (Hobza and Müller-Dethlefs, 2010; Reed et al., 1988). Significant 

part of interaction energy comes from charge transfer as the electronic charge is transferred from 

the electron donor to the antibonding σ of the respective D-H bond. Hydrogen bond is thus 

considered as partly covalent. This charge transfer is accompanied by D-H bond lengthening 

(Hobza and Müller-Dethlefs, 2010; Reed et al., 1988). The partial covalency of hydrogen bond is 

also supported by the fact, that hydrogen bond distances can be below the sum of van der Waals 

radii as a typical hydrogen bond length (D...A distance) is between 2.5 and 3 Å (Krogsgaard-Larsen 

et al., 2010). The hydrogen bond D-H...A is most stable as linear – with the D-H...A angle of 180° 

(Bissantz et al., 2010; Sedlak et al., 2015). The interaction energy of a typical hydrogen bond lies 

between -3 and -8 kcal/mol (Kodíček and Karpenko, 2013). 

 

Figure 6. Schematic view of hydrogen bond 

“A” denotes an electronegative atom, a hydrogen bond acceptor – electron donor. D-H group is a hydrogen bond donor 

– electron acceptor, where ”H“ is a hydrogen atom and “D“ is a general electronegative element. Electrostatic 

interaction between partially positively charged, acidic, hydrogen atom and partially negatively charged, basic, A, or 

its lone electron pair is in green. Charge transfer from lone pair of electronegative A to the H is in yellow. Modified 

from Loren Williams, http://ww2.chemistry.gatech.edu/~lw26/structure/molecular_interactions/mol_int.html.  
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2.2.2 Ionic interaction 

Ionic interaction results from the electrostatic force between two permanently charged compounds, 

ions - for instance between Mg2+ ion binding to an aspartate side chains in a polymerase active site. 

However in a polar solvent such as water the ionic interaction is dampened due to the higher 

environment permitivity (Kodíček and Karpenko, 2013), 80 times larger than in the vacuum 

(http://ww2.chemistry.gatech.edu/~lw26/structure/molecular_interactions/mol_int.html). 

Similarly, the energy of an interaction between two ionic molecules pair suffer considerable energy 

loss because of the desolvation penalty (see section 3.3.3.6.5) 

(http://www.cambridgemedchemconsulting.com/resources/solvation.html). 

2.3 Nonclassical noncovalent interactions 

2.3.1 Dihydrogen bond 

Dihydrogen bond is unconventional D-Hδ+...-δH-B interaction where D is a general electronegative 

hydrogen bond donor and B is an element even less electronegative than H, further on boron is 

considered (Custelcean and Jackson, 2001). Despite being considered less conventional and is 

generally less known, the occurrence of interaction of such partially negatively and positively 

charged hydrogen atoms was first noted by Zachariasen and Mooney early in 1934 (Zachariasen 

and Mooney, 1934). The stabilization energy of a typical dihydrogen bond of about 6 kcal/mol and 

the Hδ+...-δH bond length (1.7-2.2 Å) are both comparable to the classical hydrogen bond 

(Richardson et al., 1995). Dihydrogen bond has mostly electrostatic character with the dispersion 

component (Sedlak et al., 2015). The possibility of charge transfer from the bonding σ orbital of δ-

H-B to the antibonding σ orbital of D-H+δ has been proposed (Grabowski, 2013b, Zierkiewicz and 

Hobza, 2004). This is consistent with the observed directional tendencies, where the D-H vector 

was pointing more to the H-B bond rather than to the hydrogen atom bound to the boron atom 

directly (Richardson et al., 1995; Cramer and Gladfelter, 1997). This fact together with distances 

well below the sum of van der Waals radii in dihydrogen bonds support partial orbital overlap and 

charge transfer. Lengthening of the D-H bond interacting with H-B was observed (Cramer and 

Gladfelter, 1997) and analytically examined (Zierkiewicz and Hobza, 2004), suggesting the 

electron transfer to the antibonding orbital of H-B. Strong dihydrogen bond was found in the 
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complex between a boron cluster compound and a human carbonic anhydrase II (Fig. 7) (Pecina et 

al., 2013). 

 

 Figure 7. Dihydrogen bond  

The boron cluster interacting with an asparagine side chain in the active site of human carbonic anhydrase (Adopted 

from Pecina et al. (2013). Interatomic distance between asparagine´s oxygen atom and boron cluster´s hydrogen atom 

is in Å. Boron atoms are pink, carbon green, hydrogen white, nitrogen blue, sulfur yellow and oxygen atoms are red. 

2.3.2 Aryl-aryl interaction 

Aryl-aryl, aromatic-aromatic or π-π stacking interaction is a common theme in proteins and nucleic 

acids as these polymers contain many aromatic rings (bases of nucleic acids and side chains of Phe, 

Tyr, His and Trp amino acids). Aromatic rings have large quadrupole moments permitting 

significant electrostatic interaction. Additionally, dispersion plays an important role for these types 

of interactions. Aromatic benzene has a partial negative charge above and below the ring and a 

partial positive charge on the periphery (see Fig. 1 middle and right). Such properties favor off-

center parallel stacking (or displaced parallel stacking), where the center of one aromatic ring is 

shifted from the above of the center of another stacked ring, such as in DNA double helix (Fig. 8, 

top). Another preferred motif is edge-to-face stacking or interaction, where the ring hydrogen atom 

interacts with the electron cloud above the other ring (Fig. 8, bottom). The latter belongs to the 

weak C-H…π hydrogen bond mentioned above (but sometimes is considered as a stacking 

interaction, too). For aromatics substituted with electronegative moieties (fluorine atoms or cyano 

groups), the quadrupole moment may be inverted leaving the partial negative charge on the 

periphery and the positive charge in the center. This facilitates the molecule to interact more 

favorably with a typical electron rich-centered aromatic ring in face-to-face (center above center) 

manner (Martinez and Iverson, 2012; Bissantz et al., 2010). 
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Figure 8. Interactions of two benzene rings  

For unsubstituted benzene, energetically the most favorable orientations of two aromatic rings are off-centered parallel 

stacking (top) and edge-to-face stacking (bottom). The former is a π-π interaction, the latter belongs to the class of 

hydrogen bonds. 

2.3.3 σ-hole interactions 

Among σ-hole interactions the largest amount of work has been done on the halogen bond and 

therefore it will be the main topic of this section. The less widely studied chalcogen bond is the 

main topic of this work and as such will be also discussed here. Other σ-hole interactions, such as 

pnictogen and tetrel bond interactions, are not the subject of this work and will be mentioned only 

briefly. 

2.3.3.1 Historical perspectives 

Complexes of heavier VII group elements (Cl, Br, I), and amines have long been known. For 

instance, Remsen and Norris observed the formation of (CH3)3N...Br2 crystals in 1896 (Remsen 

and Norris, cited by Bent, 1968). In 1954 Hassel and Hvoslef ´s crystallographical study of 1,4 

dioxane and Br2 complexes revealed peculiarly short interatomic distance between bromine and 

oxygen atoms in their respective molecules - 2.71 Å in the crystal contrasting with 3.35 Å that is 

the sum of van der Waals radii for respective elements (Fig. 9) (Hassel and Hvoslef, 1954, cited by 
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Bent, 1968). Bromine atom was apparently participating in the Br...O interaction. The axis of the 

Br-Br bond was facing the oxygen atom – in other words, the Br-Br...O angle was close to 180°. 

 

Figure 9. Complex of Br2 and 1,4-dioxane 

Filled circles – carbon atoms; small empty circles – oxygen atoms; big empty circles – bromine atoms. An orientation 

of a bromine molecule so that the Br-Br axis is facing an oxygen atom is apparent. Adopted from Bent et al. (1968). 

 

Many more structures containing this common theme have been observed since (Damm et al., 

1966, cited by Bent, 1968; Gagnaux and Susz, 1960, cited by Bent, 1968; Groth and Hassel, 1963, 

cited by Bent, 1968; Murray-Rust and Motherwell, 1979). Similarly, sulfur (group VI element) to 

an oxygen atom close contacts were revealed to be relatively abundant in the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Database (Kucsman and Kapovits, 1985, cited by Burling and Goldstein 1992). 

Systematic research of this database regarding environment of C-X bonds (X is a heavy halogen 

atom) revealed a tendency of nucleophiles to approach halogen atoms of C-X by head-on fashion. 

Electrophiles approached such halogens rather from sides (Ramasubbu et al., 1985). The same 

tendency was observed in the crystal structure of I2 (Fig. 10) (Harris et al., 1928). An iodine atom 

in the crystal was acting as an electron donor towards another iodine atom (of a different I2 

molecule) in 90° of the I-I bond and as electron acceptor in 180°of the I-I bond. It was also shown 

that such interactions strengthen going from lighter to heavier halogens (Hassel, 1970). 
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Figure 10. Crystal structure of molecular iodine - I2 

In the crystal of molecular iodine certain nonrandom geometrical orientation is apparently preferred. This suggests 

that some highly directional interactions are at play. Adopted from Harris et al. (1928). 

 

2.3.3.2 Modern interpretation 

Halogen atoms interactions with electrophiles (positively or partially positively charged moieties) 

were not unexpected since halogen atoms belong to the most electronegative species in the whole 

periodic table. However the idea that halogens (as parts of their respective molecules) could 

interact with nucleophiles (negatively or partially negatively charged molecules) was rather 

unintuitive. In 1992, regions of positive electrostatic potential on otherwise negatively partially 

charged bonded halogen containing compounds were discovered computationally (Brinck et al., 

1992). This phenomenon of halogens being able to interact with a nucleophile is today referred to 

as halogen bond, as it was named by Dumas et al. (Dumas et al., 1976, cited by Politzer et al., 

2013). 

The interpretation of such interactions was at first revolving around the charge transfer concept, 

where the negative charge was to be transferred from an electron donor to a halogen atom 

(Mulliken and Person, 1969; Hassel, 1970). In case of sulfur-oxygen close contacts (chalcogen 

bond, see below), interaction of oxygen lone pair with the antibonding S-Y (S is sulfur) σ orbital 

along with the electrostatic attraction was proposed quite early. The electrostatic attraction was 

provided by the chalcogen atom - partially positively charged due to the influence of the rest of the 
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molecule (Becker et al., 1986; Burling and Goldstein et al., 1992). These ideas were close to how 

the phenomenon is perceived today – at least by the majority of researchers. 

Later on additionally to positive regions on bound halogenated molecules, the analysis of 

electrostatic potentials of isolated halogen containing compounds also revealed positive areas (Fig. 

11) (Clark et al., 2007). From there, charge transfer or induction effects caused by interacting 

partners alone could not explain this phenomenon. This positive region was named σ-hole (see 

below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. ESP of CF3Cl 

Electrostatic potential of CF3Cl at 0.001 electrons per bohr3. The color scale from +31 to -31 is in kcal/mol. Except 

for the σ-hole on the chlorine atom, σ-holes on carbon atoms against the C-F bonds are apparent as well. 

 

The modern interpretation of halogen bond was presented by Clark et al. (2007). They elegantly 

explained the origin of the charge anisotropy on bonded halogen atoms in terms of quantum 

physics. In the case of heavier halogen atom where the sp3 hybridization is not so significant, the 

p valence shell contains 5 electrons distributed by 2 pairs in px, py orbitals each and one single 

electron delocalized in the two lobes of the pz orbital (Fig. 12). 
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Figure 12. σ-hole along the pz axis 

Schematic electrostatic potential on the halogen atom (right). Green color codes posistive regions, red color codes 

negative regions. Colocalization of positive ESP and the nonbonding lobe of the pz orbital is apparent. Adopted from 

Ho (2014). 

 

Upon binding of X to C (X is a halogen atom, C is a carbon atom) with one pz electron of X, the 

single pz electron is participating in the newly formed C-X σ bond and thereby its occupancy in the 

other lobe of the pz orbital decreases (e.g. in the other lobe of the bonding σp – see sections 2.1.1.4 

and 2.3.3.6.7). This corresponds to the increased partial positive charge on the other side of the 

halogen atom, opposite to the C-X bond (Figs. 11, 2). Such areas of positive electrostatic potential 

on overall negatively charged halogen were called σ-holes, since they exist due to the formation of 

σ bonds on the other side of the halogen (Clark et al., 2007). Indeed, Burling and coworkers were 

close to this interpretation when they claimed that “This partial positive charge results from 

donation of pz electrons to the π-system...“about chalcogen-oxygen close contacts (1992).  

The concept of σ-hole was later expanded to chalcogens - group VI atoms (S, Se, Te) (Murray et 

al., 2007), corresponding to earlier observations of sulfur (selenium) – oxygen complexes, where 

the chalcogen acts as a σ-hole donating moiety (Burling and Goldstein, 1992). The interaction of 

a chalcogen with a nucleophile mediated by its σ-hole is known as the chalcogen bond. 

Recently, the σ-hole concept has also been established for pnictogens (pnictogen bond), group V 

atoms (N, P, As, Sb, Bi), and even tetrels (tetrel bond) - group IV elements (C, Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) are 

in some cases capable of exhibiting a σ-hole (Politzer et al., 2008). As in the previous cases, such 

interactions of groups IV, V with nucleophiles were already empirically observed before (Carré et 

al., 1995; Mitzel et al., 1997). Surprisingly, aerogens or noble gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn) 
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containing compounds might also exhibit σ-hole (Bauzá and Frontera, 2015). Due to the low 

reactivity of noble gases, such compounds are rarely seen, though. 

The theoretical explanation of chalcogen, pnictogen, tetrel or aerogen bonds is equivalent to that 

of halogen bonds except that these elements have more σ-holes; they may have as many σ-holes 

as they have covalent bonds (Murray et al., 2008a). In the case of divalent chalcogens, two 

chalcogen bonds can be formed utilizing two-holes of two corresponding σ binding orbitals. 

 

2.3.3.3 σ-hole interactions in biological systems 

The occurrence of halogenated molecules in biological systems is not very frequent, aside from 

medicals and their metabolites (see section 2.3.3.). Natural halogenated compounds for example 

are thyroid hormones. Multiple short contacts between an iodine atom of thyroid hormones and an 

oxygen atom of their protein interaction partner have been observed (Cody and Murray-Rust 1984). 

Further, halogenated compounds can be created by the action of the immune response against 

pathogens. Halogenation of bases (for example uridine to bromouridine) can influence the DNA 

conformation due to the O...Br interactions (Auffinger et al., 2004). 

On the other hand, chalcogens do occur in biological systems as sulfur or selenium atoms in 

proteins (in cysteine, methionine and selenocysteine amino acids). It has been shown that 

chalcogen bond may stabilize the protein structure, where a divalent sulfur of methionine or 

cysteine interacts with a carbonyl oxygen (Iwaoka et al., 2002). 

Concerning thyroid hormones, it has been proposed, that not only halogen bond, but also chalcogen 

bond plays a role in deiodation of thyroid hormones, since iodine removing enzymes do contain a 

selenocysteine in the catalytic center (Manna and Mugesh, 2012). Selenocysteine is also contained 

within a radical disposing enzyme glutathione peroxidase. The transition state of the reaction 

facilitated by this enzyme may be stabilized by a σ-hole interaction between the selenium atom in 

the active site and an oxygen atom of a substrate radical (Zielinski et al., 2014). Chalcogen bond 

has also been implied to play a role in the reaction mechanism of methyltranferases (Fick et al., 

2016). Another example are phospholipases PLA2, where multiple S...O and S...N interactions 

were suggested, possibly influencing the activity of these enzymes (Iwaoka and Isozumi, 2006). 
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Even the breakage of disulfide bridges by a nucleophilic attack could also be somewhat influenced 

by a σ-hole, as results shown by Mó et al. indirectly imply (2013). 

2.3.3.4 σ-hole interactions in protein inhibitors 

About one third of  medically used compounds contain at least one halogen (Wermuth, 2008, cited 

by Erdélyi, 2012) as halogens were originally incorporated to increase the membrane permeability 

and the stability of compounds (Parisini et al., 2011). Heavy halides that should have greater σ-

holes (see section 2.3.3.6 σ-hole properties) are more scarce, though (Wilcken et al., 2012). It is 

still reasonable to expect halogen bond to play a role protein inhibitor binding, though. There are 

several examples of halogen bonds in medical compounds. The selectivity of human aldose 

reductase inhibitor (for treating complications associated with diabetes) is explained by the 

compound´s aromatic ring bromine atom interacting with an oxygen atom of a threonine side chain 

(Howard et al., 2004). One of the first drugs, with an engineered halogen bond, was factor Xa 

inhibitor – anticoagulans (Lam et al., 2009, cited by Parisini et al., 2011). Bromine to aspartate 

halogen bond was found to participate in the binding of HCV inhibitor BI 201335 where bromine 

substitution corresponds to 3.6 fold increment in the binding affinity over an unsubstituted analog 

(Lemke et al., 2011). Non-nucleoside inhibitors of HIV reverse transcriptase were also improved 

by halogen substitutions. Addition of iodine atoms to specific positions of R165481, R221239 (Fig. 

13) (Himmel et al., 2005) and similar compounds (Benjahad et al., 2003) were probably responsible 

for a slight improvement of binding properties of these compounds. 
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Figure 13. Detail of R221239 binding to HIV reverse transcriptase 

Non-nucleoside inhibitor of reverse transcriptase R221239 interacting with the tyrosine 188 (and also the glycine 190) 

by a halogen bond via its iodine atom. Adopted from Himmel et al. (2005). 

Halogen bonding has also been implicated for example in inhibitors of human cathepsin, MEK1 

kinase (Hardegger et al., 2011), positive transcription elongation factor b - P-TEFb (Baumli et al., 

2010) or p53 regulator MDM2 (Parks et al., 2005; Grasberger et al., 2005). 

Studies analyzing chalcogen bond are scarce by themselves and more so for medically relevant 

systems. Intramolecular sulfur or selenium to oxygen atom close contacts have been implicated to 

stabilize the conformation of chalcogen containing thiazole and selenazole nucleoside analogs with 

an antitumor activity (Burling and Goldstein, 1992), increasing their affinity for inosine 

monophosphate dehydrogenase (Goldstein et al., 1985). However, up to date intermolecular 

interactions between chalcogens and nucleophiles in medically relevant compounds have not been 

thoroughly examined. 

2.3.3.5 Description 

Kolář and coworkers provided a simple nomenclature for the description of σ-holes (2014). They 

defined the size of the σ-hole as a (maximum) angle between two points on the boundary of the 

atom displaying the σ-hole, where the value of ESP (electrostatic potential) changes its sign, and a 

third point that corresponds to a nucleus of the atom (Fig. 14). 
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Figure 14. Size and magnitude of a σ-hole 

Schematic representation of a σ-hole around a halogen nucleus. Its size is defined by the β angle between the points 

on the atomic boundary, where the charge sign changes from negative to positive, and a nucleus (the most obtuse angle 

– so that the plane of this angle is aligned with the pz axis). The magnitude is the maximum value of ESP in this area. 

Adopted from Kolář et al. (2014). 

The atom boundary corresponds to the electron density 0.001 e per bohr3 (defined earlier by Bader 

et al., 1987) Thus the σ-hole size tells simply how wide the σ-hole is at certain distance from the 

nucleus. Kolář and coworkers also introduced the σ-hole magnitude, which is the maximum value 

of ESP within that boundary (Vmax in Fig. 14). The σ-hole magnitude correlates well with the 

strength of halogen bonds (Riley et al., 2011). 

2.3.3.6 Properties 

The halogen bond is the most extensively studied σ-hole interaction. It is presumed that other σ-

hole interactions do not differ in critical aspects (Wang et al., 2009). However it is important to 

keep in mind, that even among halogen bonds there are differences based on the theoretical 

approach - model system choice and computational setup. 

2.3.3.6.1 Strength    

The strength of a halogen bond (expressed by the interaction energy) can vary from up to -3 

kcal/mol with a suitable orientation in biological systems (Table 1) (Lu et al., 2009) to over -5 

kcal/mol in artificial model systems, rivaling the strength of a typical hydrogen bond (Riley and 

Hobza, 2013). 
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Table. 1 Halogen bonds in biological systems 

Halogen bonds between a protein moiety and a ligand (inhibitor). X is a halogen atom. Electron donors (El. donor) are 

carbonyl backbone oxygen atoms except for an aspartate 86, that is an oxygen atom of a side chain. Except for the 

interaction energies, all the values were empirically observed. Systems chosen from Lu et al. (2009). JNK3 - c-Jun 

terminal kinase 3, CDK2 - cyclin-dependent kinase 2, CK2 - cyclin kinase 2, MEK1, mitogen-activated protein kinase 

kinase 1, GRP94 - glucose-regulated protein 94, hTRβ - human thyroid hormone receptor. 

Note, that systems which deviate too much from the optimal 180° C-X…O angle have positive (i.e. repulsive) 

interaction energies. Therefore if there was not the rest of a protein, these residues under such angle would probably 

not be close one to another – no halogen bonding probably occurs in these systems. 

 

PDB 

ID 

Protein Resolution 

(Å) 

El. donor Distance 

X…O (Å) 

C-X…O X…O-C ∆E 

(kcal/mol) 

1PMN JNK3 2.20 Ala91 O 2.83 Cl…O 156 96 +2.75 

1HIR CDK2 2.00 Asp86 O 2.84 Cl…O 140 110 +0.34 

1ZOH CK2 1.81 Val116 O 2.89 Br…O 177 129 -2.13 

1S9J MEK1 2.40 Val127 O 3.13 I…O 174 129 -1.60 

1QYE GRP94 2.10 Gly153 O 2.93 Cl…O 142 101 +089 

1NQ2 hTRβ 2.40 Phe272 O 3.07 I…O 171 120 -1.66 

 

Depending on the molecular environment of the interacting residues, halogen, chalcogen bond or 

hydrogen bond can be the strongest (Fang et al., 2015). In certain model systems, chalcogen bond 

can have a comparable strength to the halogen bond (Pavan et al., 2015, Zhao, 2014). In other 

model systems halogen and chalcogen bonds are of comparable magnitudes in terms of interaction 

energy with the halogen bond being slightly stronger (see Table 2). This result however is electron 

donor dependent. For instance, when a σ-hole containing compound interacts with trimethylamine 

the halogen bond is the stronger of the two interactions and when the interacting partner is an 

aromatic ring, it is the chalcogen bond that is the stronger (Bauzá et al., 2013). 
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Table 2.  Interaction energies of halogen and chalcogen complexes 

Interaction energies of chosen systems from Bauzá et al., (2013). Energies are in kcal/mol. Halogen bond in complexes 

1, 2, 5 and 6; chalcogen bond in 3, 4, 7 and 8 (see Fig. 15). TMA stands for trimethylamine. 

 

Complex Energy 

1 trifluoromethylbromine - TMA -7.8 

2 trifluoromethyliodine - TMA -11.2 

3 perfluordimethylthioether - TMA -4.0 

4 perfluordimethylselenoether - TMA -5.9 

5 trifluoromethylbromine - benzene -3.5 

6 trifluoromethyliodine - benzene -4.7 

7 perfluordimethylthioether – benzene -4.8 

8 perfluordimethylselenoether - benzene -5.7 

 

Figure 15. Complexes with halogen and chalcogen bonds  

Chosen model systems from Bauzá et al. (2013). White spheres denote hydrogen atoms, gray carbon, light blue 

fluorine, red bromine, magenta iodine, yellow sulfur and orange selenium atoms. 

 

It is an interesting fact that halogen and chalcogen bonds may be cooperative (Zhao, 2014, Manna 

and Mugesh, 2012). For example, σ-hole of a halogen binding to an electronegative chalcogen site 
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can facilitate a formation of another σ-hole (by removal of the electronic charge that is then donated 

to a halogen σ-hole) on the chalcogen facing the opposite direction (Manna and Mugesh, 2012). 

Another important thing to consider is that halogen or chalcogen bond and hydrogen bond can be 

competitive (Syzgantseva et al., 2013) so that partially positively charged  σ-hole competes with 

partially positively charged hydrogen atom for binding of (partially) negatively charged moiety.  

2.3.3.6.2 Tunability 

The strength of halogen bond depends on adjacent substituent(s) (Fig. 16). The magnitude of σ-

hole can thus be “tuned”. For example, addition of electronegative fluorine(s) can have a 

substantial effect on the σ-hole size (Fig. 17) (Riley et al., 2011). With the addition of 

electronegative substituents, the dispersion component becomes smaller as σ-hole grows and 

electrostatics predominates (Riley and Hobza, 2008). Concerning substitutions, their position 

relative to electronegative Y (for instance when Y is not an aliphatic carbon atom, but a part of an 

aromatic ring) is an important determinant of σ-hole, too (Kolář et al., 2014). Easy manipulation 

with the σ-hole strength is a factor beneficial for the medical compound optimization. 

 

Figure 16. A schematic picture of a halogen bond 

Halogen X in X-Y-Zn molecule interacting with a nucleophile A. In this case an iodine atom of methyliode interacts 

with an oxygen atom of formaldehyde as a nucleophile. Carbon green, hydrogen white, oxygen red and iodine purple. 

It is a general rule, that σ-hole becomes bigger with the increasing atomic number (i.e. going    down 

the column of the periodic table) of the σ-hole possesing atom X (Fig. 16). This was attributed to 

the growing polarizability (facilitating greater dispersion) and to the decrease in electronegativity 

(facilitating more positive σ-hole) of σ-hole possessing X (Murray et al., 2014; Riley and Hobza, 

2008).  
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Figure 17. σ-hole tuning, electrostatic potentials of CH3Cl, CH3Br, CF3Cl and CF3Br. 

It is apparent that σ-holes are greater on heavier elements (bromine compared to chlorine atoms) and on molecule 

substituted with electronegative fluorine atoms (compared to molecules substituted with hydrogen atoms) (Zn ligands, 

Fig. 16.). Color scale is in kcal/mol for all the models: blue shades are inclining towards partially positive regions, 

yellow (red) shades towards relatively more electronegative ones. 

Certain authors argued, that the electronegativity of an atom Y alone (Fig. 16) is not a sufficient 

parameter to describe the X´s capability to generate a σ-hole (Murray et al., 2014). Therefore they 

implemented a charge capacity (proposed originaly by Huheey, 1965) of Y as a measure to better 

acomodate the electron gain of Y (drawing electron density from X and increasing the σ-hole 

respectively). The charge capacity increases with the Y ´s polarizability, which in turn increases 

with  the atomic volume (Politzer et al., 2008). As mentioned above, if Zn substituents are relatively 

more electronegative, then the σ-hole on X will be relatively bigger (Murray et al., 2014; Riley and 

Hobza, 2008). The electron “attractability“ again is understood in terms of high electronegativity 

of Zn accompanied by high polarazibility of an atom Y. Thus in such system, Y facilitates the 

electron shift from X to electronegative Z (Murray et al., 2014). 
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2.3.3.6.3 Distance between interacting partners  

 

The distance of A…X (A is an electron donor, Fig. 16) in σ-hole interactions (e.g. halogen bond) 

are typically below the sum of van der Waals radii of A and X (Lu et al., 2009) This can be 

understood in terms of electron deficiency in the nonbonding lobe of pz orbital so that the missing 

electron does not prevent further approaching by forces described above (see section 2.1). 

Interestingly, the σ-hole interaction by heavier atom X can permit closer A…X distance than a 

lighter element, even though the van der Waals radius of heavier elements is larger (Figs. 18, 19) 

(Wilcken et al., 2013). The same applies for X substituted with electron withdrawing groups, where 

the interaction distance is smaller in its optimum compared to unsubstituted X (Riley and Hobza, 

2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Dependence of the halogen and the hydrogen bond strength on the molecular separation 

The distance of carbonyl oxygen (not shown) to hydrogen (black line) or halogen atom (green line chlorine, red 

bromine and magenta iodine atom) substituted on benzene is on the x axis, in pm.  Interaction energies on the y axis, 

in kJ/mol. Adopted from Wilcken et al. (2013).  
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Figure 19. Dependence of the chalcogen bond 

strength on the molecular separation 

The interaction energy (E) in kcal/mol is plotted 

against the distance (R) between interacting moieties, 

in ångströms. The strength of the interaction is 

greater when the bigger chalcogen (X) is involved. 

Surprisingly, the larger chalcogen exhibits shorter 

interatomic distances due to large σ-hole. Adopted 

from Tsuzuki and Sato (2013). 

 

2.3.3.6.4 Directionality 

As the σ-hole concept implies, there is an angular preference for the nucleophile A approach to the 

σ-hole on X (Fig. 16). The A…X-Y angle is close to linear in the energy optimum (Figs. 20, 21) 

(Wang et al., 2004). The angle distribution for most halogen bonds in biological systems is however 

broader and further from linearity, between 170-140° (Table 1) (Auffinger et al., 2004; Lu et al., 

2009). The deviations from the ideal geometry have been vaguely attributed to the complexity of 

biological systems (Auffinger et al., 2004). 

 

 

Figure 20. Examining halogen bond complexes with the angular change 

Halobenzene interacting with a carbonyl group. The deviation from 180° of C-

X…O is designated +∆α and –∆α. Adopted from Wilcken et al. (2013). 

 

 

 

For bromine, the interaction energy depends on an A…Br-Y angle. The interaction energy changes 

gradually for the smaller angles, but then drops more rapidly (stronger interaction) when the angle 

is above 150° (Fig. 21). Halogen bonds thus should be more directional comparing to hydrogen 

bonds, in which the relation between the angle and the interaction energy changes rather in a linear 
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fashion (Shields et al., 2010). The deviation from the ideal geometry by 30° dampen the (model) 

interaction to about one half (Fig. 21) (Wilcken et al., 2013). 

 

 

 

Figure 21.  Angular dependence of the strength of halogen and hydrogen bond 

The plot at left depicts the dependence of the interaction energy (in kcal/mol) on the angle (the change is only in one 

direction from the starting orientation). Green line halogen bond, red line hydrogen bond. Adopted from Shields et al. 

(2010). The plot at right shows a similar angular dependence on the interaction energy - complex formation energy of 

three halogen bonding compounds complexed with a carbonyl group (in kJ/mol; 1 kcal = 4.2 kJ, the change is in both 

directions, see Fig. 20). Adopted from Wilcken et al. (2013). 

 

Chalcogen bond can probably tolerate larger deviations from the optimal geometry than halogen 

bond - halogen bond is more directional (Wang et al., 2015; Pavan et al., 2015). The strong 

directionality has been often viewed more as an advantage for the drug design, though. 

2.3.3.6.5 Sensitivity to solvent 

Considering the potential roles of σ-hole bonding (as well as roles of other interactions) in 

biological systems, all the interactions occur in rather complex environments, the interacting 

partners are surrounded by water molecules, proteins, etc. Thus approaches based on simple two 
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interaction partner models in the gas phase are limited. The desolvation penalty of an interaction 

between two polar residues accounts for the free energy loss given by the removal of the 

surrounding water molecules from both compounds, so that they can interact with one another 

(Bissantz et al., 2010). Therefore if a lot of favorable interactions with water molecules has to be 

lost in order to attain the protein-ligand interaction, such loss disfavors the binding. Desolvation 

penalties play major roles in interactions between polar or charged compounds. Conversely, 

interactions between nonpolar compounds, for instance π-π stacking interactions, benefits from 

desolvation (http://www.cambridgemedchemconsulting.com/resources/solvation.html). 

It was proposed that the solvation penalty for halogen bond should be minimal - much smaller than 

for hydrogen bond, because halogen bond depends on dispersion more than hydrogen bond (Riley 

and Hobza, 2013). Consistently, it was shown that the strength of selected hydrogen bonds vary 

with solvent, however sample halogen bonds tend to maintain the order of magnitude of the 

association strength (Table 3, Fig. 23) (Robertson et al., 2014; Sarwar et al., 2010).  

Table 3. Strengths of halogen and hydrogen bonds in various solvents 

Depicted values are association constants per mole. Compounds 1-4 are shown in Fig. 22. Chosen solvents from 

Robertson et al. (2014). 

Solvent Hydrogen bond Halogen bond 

Interacting compounds (fig.22) 1…3 (M-1) 1…4 (M-1) 2…3 (M-1) 2…4 (M-1) 

Octane 2400 370 12 8800 

Tetrachloromethane 410 24 6 7300 

Toluene 230 4 3 11000 

Dichloromethane 90 9 2 58000 

Chloroform 53 2 1 20000 

Dioctyl ether <1 <1 <1 1600 

Acetone 2 <1 <1 1900 

Ethanol <1 <1 <1 3200 
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Figure 22. Compounds studied by Robertson et al. (2014) 

 

Figure 23. Sensitivity of halogen bond to the solvation 

Sensitivity of interaction energies of iodoperfluorethane complexed with various electron donors to the solvation. Red, 

blue and purple lines are for charged halogen bond complexes, pink and green for neutral (all the halogen bonds 

discussed thus far). Adopted from Lu et al. (2011). 

(Iodoperfluorethane formula should be correctly C2F5I, correspondingly with model figures in this publication) 

The authors argue that it is the charge transfer that is responsible for such behavior of halogen bond 

(Robertson et al., 2014). Neutral halogen bonds (Fig. 23, pink and light green) might even be 

stabilized by solvation (Carlsson et al., 2015). This behavior is obviously advantageous for the 

rational inhibitor design. 

Halogen bond has been found in hydrophobic environment, in the core of a protein, as well as in 

polar environment, on the protein surface (Hardegger et al., 2011), and in both cases it was 

important for the interaction. 
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2.3.3.6.7 Deciphering the physical forces participating in σ-hole interactions 

It has been established, that electrostatic force, dispersion force and charge transfer are players in 

σ-hole interaction. There apparently is a debate about their relative contributions though. 

As the theoretical concept behind σ-holes implies (see section 2.3.3.2) electrostatic interaction is 

an important factor determining the σ-hole bonding (Clark et al., 2007). Indeed the electrostatic 

interaction is indisputably a very important contribution to the σ-hole bonding (Riley and Hobza, 

2008; 2013; Mitoraj and Michalak, 2013; Grabowski, 2013a; Syzgantseva et al., 2013). This force 

might also be responsible for the directionality of these interactions (Murray et al., 2013; Riley and 

Hobza, 2008; Legon, 2010). Electrostatics is however not the only force participating in the 

halogen bond, as can be implied from its behavior in the solvent (Sarwar et al., 2010). 

According to some studies, electrostatics with dispersion are predominant in determining the σ-

hole bonding (Riley and Hobza 2008; Zierkiewicz et al., 2015) and they are of comparable 

magnitudes (Riley et al., 2013) (Table 5). 

Table 4. Decomposition of the interaction energy of halogen bond 

A comparison of the binding energy of four halogen bond complexes and two hydrogen bond complexes interacting 

with formaldehyde (model systems). Induction term includes charge transfer phenomenon, exchange repulsion is a 

repulsive component of binding. Interaction energies (Total energy) are in kcal/mol. From Riley and Hobza (2008). 

Energy terms H3C-Cl  H3C-Br FH2-Cl F3C-I H3C-H HCC-H 

Electrostatic -0.96 -1.47 -3.11 -4.04 -0.55 -3.78 

Induction -0.23 -0.37 -0.82 -0.95 -0.16 -0.51 

Dispersion -1.81 -1.98 -2.26 -2.14 -0.72 -1.23 

Exchange rep. 2.02 2.12 2.90 2.48 0.72 2.27 

Total energy -0.98 -1.70 -3.29 -4.65 -0.70 -3.25 

 

As it seems, surprisingly, both of these contributions get larger when X (halogen bond exhibiting 

element) goes from lighter to heavier (in the column of the periodic table), however for heavier 

atoms the electrostatic contribution rises more rapidly than the contribution of dispersion which 

makes it the major contributor in the interaction (Riley and Hobza, 2008; Syzgantseva et al., 2013). 

The induction term that include the charge transfer from the electron donor to the antibonding 

orbital of the halogen was in some theoretical studies (Riley and Hobza, 2008; Wang and Hobza, 

2008) the smallest bonding contributor for most of the complexes studied and for all the studied 
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systems overall (Table 5). Concerning the charge transfer contribution, however, other 

computational approaches yielded different results, as for the same compounds (as in Table 4) the 

orbital interaction (charge transfer) with polarization (defined as ”empty/occupied orbital mixing 

on one fragment due to the presence of another fragment”) were the most important according to 

Palusiak et al. (2010). 

The importance of the partial covalent character was also proposed by other groups based on yet 

different computational methods - and often performed on different systems (Mitoraj and 

Michalak, 2013; Sysgantzeva et al, 2013). And it is the charge transfer, the covalent characteristics, 

that increases with growing σ-hole facilitated by electron withdrawing substituents - according to 

Ebrahimi et al. (2016). Some groups argued, that the amount of absolute charge transfer to the 

antibonding σ orbital indeed correlates with the interaction energy supporting the importance of 

covalent contribution in halogen (σ-hole) bonding (Grabowski, 2013a; Wang et al., 2015). 

Grabowski also suggested, that the increment in the s character of a Y atom in an Y-X (X is a 

halogen) indirectly proves substantial charge transfer (alongside with a computational analysis) 

(2013). The existence of charge transfer to mainly (Wang et al., 2004) antibonding σ orbital itself 

is beyond dispute, only its relative contribution is in question. 

The dispersion seems to be a nonsignificant term in the systems studied by Mitoraj and Michalak 

(2013), and it varies from nonsignificant to very significant system by system in the work of 

Sysgantzeva et al (2013). 

Few studies that examined driving forces of chalcogen bond concluded that charge transfer first 

accompanied by electrostatics and then dispersion are important (Adhikari and Scheiner, 2014. 

Charge transfer is the dominating force in halogen and chalcogen bond alike, according to Wang 

et al., (2016) and is the one factor responsible for the directionality of the chalcogen bond. As in 

the previous case of halogen bond, other studies suggest, that electrostatics and dispersion are the 

most important and it is the electrostatics that dominates the directionality (Tsuzuki and Sato, 

2013). 

These somewhat conflicting results on the determining factors of the σ-hole interactions may arise 

from the different description of terms for physical forces/effects by the respective methods 

(Pendás et al., 2006). It was suggested, for example, that charge transfer can be absorbed by the 

electrostatic term, possibly explaining great deviations presented by different groups (Wang et al., 
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2014). This significant mismatch in various methods is a daunting issue to solve - if it is possible. 

Some researchers even gave up on separating the interaction energy into various terms arguing that 

such a decomposition is arbitrary, without a rigorous basis and various terms may even not be 

independent (Politzer et al., 2010). This resignation upon deeper understanding of physical forces 

behind halogen bond, even though it is understandable, would be an unsatisfying conclusion 

provided that these contributions are real and at least partly distinguishable entities, as they are 

generally accepted to be for the case of hydrogen bond. 

Conclusions and ideas 

Originally, σ-hole interactions were explained by means of empty lobe of one of halogen 

(or other σ-binding element) p orbital (conventionally denoted as pz) facilitating local 

positive charge and eventually electrostatic attraction as described in the section 2.3.3.2. 

Now in frame of energy decomposition schemes new factors are introduced.  

The compatibility with charge transfer: 

When two elements A and B are bound together by a single bond between their respective 

overlapping p orbitals, both binding orbitals combine into a bonding σp and an antibonding 

σ*p. The nonbonding p lobe described above is to be understood as an actual nonbonding 

lobe of a σp molecular orbital where the antibonding orbital σ*p is a different entity. In this 

concept bonding and antibonding orbitals are separate entities, even though the space they 

occupy somewhat overlaps (Fig. 2). In σ-hole exhibiting compounds, the lack of electronic 

charge on σp attracts electrostatically with electron rich moieties on the interaction partner. 

Then also the lack of electronic charge around σp might “unmask“ an empty antibonding σ 

to which some portion of the electronic charge from an approaching electron donor C might 

be (and apparently is) transferred. 

Inclusion of dispersion: 

If we expand the concept of dispersion on charged or partially charged compounds, then 

inclusion of dispersion would be compatible with the original σ-hole interpretation 

presented by Clark et al. (2007). Electron clouds on the polar regions of compounds (on a 

σ-hole and its interacting partner, nucleophile) can also fluctuate and their fluctuation can 

be aligned to produce additional attractive force. When both interacting compounds are 
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permitted to be very close due to the electrostatic interaction as is the case for σ-hole 

interactions, short ranged dispersion becomes increasingly relevant. 

Polarization: 

The electron density in the molecular orbital corresponding to nonbonding pz orbital in σ-

hole binding compounds can be further polarized towards electronegative substituents, 

increasing the σ-hole. Also the electronic density of the overall electron cloud around the 

σ-hole binding compound can be polarized away from σ-hole that again works for its 

increase. 

 Aims of the Thesis 

The aims of this work are following:  

1) To investigate the occurrence of chalcogen bonds in viral protein-ligand complexes in the 

PDB database.  

2) To explore the strength and geometrical preferences of found chalcogen bonds in model 

complexes. 

3) To optimize the chalcogen bonds strength in the model systems.  

3. Materials and Methods 

3.1 Choice and elaboration of model systems 

Proteins of interest have been chosen from PDB (Protein data bank, 

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do) by a manual search among structures with criteria: 

resolution below 2.01 Å, distance between a chalcogen atom (sulfur, selenium or tellurium) of a 

ligand and a nucleophile of a viral protein below or close to the sum of van der Waals radius. Other 

than divalent chalcogen containing compounds were excluded from the search since there is no 

evidence in the literature that these compounds could participate in σ-hole bonding. Additionally, 

online resources for sequence comparison (BLAST similarity search using FASTA sequences) 
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were used to examine the homology of selenium containing ligand interacting with proteins of 

nonviral origin and viral proteins. 

Protein data bank 

The Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank (RCSB PDB) 

founded in 1971 holds information of experimentally determined protein and nucleic acid 

structures, including complexes with ligands. Today the databank contains over 100 000 

macromolecular structures designated by four character code (PDB ID). PDB is also 

associated with options of online query for structures of desirable parameters and tools for 

sequence comparison (Bourne et al., 2011). 

Elaboration of model structures 

Model systems containing presumed interaction were prepared from these proteins using 

Pymol 1.5.0.4 (https://www.pymol.org/), software for molecular visualization which is also 

capable of refinement and building of molecules. 

3.2 Quantum mechanical calculations 

For all the calculations, in-house interface Cuby4 (http://cuby4.molecular.cz/) was used. The Cuby 

software is capable of employing different softwares for quantum and molecular mechanics 

calculations and combine their results. 

4.2.1 Electrostatic potentials 

Electrostatic potentials of separated interaction partners were calculated by the Gaussian 09 

software (http://www.gaussian.com/g_prod/g09.htm) using the Hartree-Fock (HF) method with the 

cc-pVDZ basis set, to be consistent with the literature (Politzer et al., 2013). The visualization was 

performed in the Molekel 4.3 software (http://molekel.software.informer.com/) on 0.001 a.u. 

isosurface (electrons per Bohr3) that contains 96% of molecule´s electric charge defined by Bader 

et al. (1987).  

Hartree-Fock calculations  

Hartree-Fock or self-consistent field method is a wave function-based approach of solving 

the Schrödinger equation. It is based on the Born-Oppenheimer´s approximation, which 
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separates the effect of the nuclear motion and electronic motion. The HF approach also 

takes all the electron-electron interactions in an average fashion (Jensen, 2007). 

4.2.2 Interaction energy computations and gradient optimizations 

The interaction energy is calculated as a difference between the energy of a complex (AB) and the 

energy of both individual compounds (A) and (B). Thus the interaction energy ∆E of a complex 

AB is defined as ∆E(AB) = E(AB) - E(A) - E(B). The more negative the interaction energy, the stronger 

the binding is. 

The density functional theory (DFT) with a parametrized dispersion (D3) was used with the TPSS 

functional and the TZVPP basis set as available in the Turbomole software, ver. 7 

(http://www.turbomole.com/). The convergence criteria for free optimizations were ∆E limit 

0.0006 kcal/mol and the maximum gradient limit 0.12 kcal/mol∙Å. Criteria for other optimizations 

(optimization of hydrogens or optimization utilized for angular scan) were ∆E limit 0.006 kcal/mol 

and the maximum gradient limit for these cases was 1.2 kcal/mol∙Å. For distance and some of 

angular scans (5.3.1.6.2, 5.3.1.6.3, 5.3.2.6.2, 5.3.2.6.3) the systems were prepared using the 

Molden software 5.4 (http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/molden/). 

Density functional theory 

The density functional method (DFT) is not based on wave-function approaches such as HF 

methods, but instead on the Hohenberg and Kohn statement. The statement says that the ground 

state energy of molecular system is completely described by its electron density. Instead of 

working with separate wave functions of electrons (as HF-based methods do) where the 

complexity increases with the increasing number of electrons, the DFT approach that utilizes 

electronic density has the same number of variables for small and larger systems alike and is 

thus much more efficient than wave function-based methods. The energy in the DFT methods 

is divided into the electronic kinetic energy, the attraction between the nucleus and electrons 

and the electron-electron repulsion. One of the DFT´s flaws is its limited capability to describe 

weak dispersion force driven interactions as it does not describe electron correlation properly 

(especially at longer distances). Empirical correction terms for dispersion are added for this 

reason, for example D3. The D3 adds a dispersion correction term that relies on empirical 

dispersion coefficients for atom pairs (Jensen, 2007; Grimme, 2011). 
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3.3 Strategy of calculations 

To study interactions of interest efficiently, chosen protein structures were simplified to model 

systems, which contained two interacting partners only – a representative of the ligand and of the 

protein derived moiety (side chain or carbonyl representative), omitting the rest of the molecule. 

Doing so made the computation faster and did isolate the interacting partners from possible 

secondary interactions that may have caused the results to be difficult to interpret. On the other 

hand reducing the complexity of the model systems to extent greater than necessary may impair 

the plausibility of the prepared model system. This could be caused by the neglection of possible 

intramolecular contributions of not included functional groups to the interaction of interest (for 

example caused by exclusion of the interacting group polarization effect by not included moiety). 

Thus it is important to choose optimal model systems and also to keep in mind that other effect 

may influence the interaction of interest in proteins. Model systems were elaborated from the 

ligand by keeping the smallest model possible while respecting aromatic rings and residues that 

might be affecting the σ-hole´s magnitude (electron withdrawing or donating groups) that are either 

close to the chalcogen or on the same aromatic ring as the chalcogen. Hydrogen atoms not 

described by the crystal structure were also added in the model system elaboration process. 

For the σ-hole tuning the model systems were modified so that the σ-hole would be more 

significant. This was done correspondingly to the findings of other researchers mentioned in the 

section 2. Literature Review. Carbon bound hydrogen atoms were replaced with fluorine atoms 

and ring sulfur heteroatoms were replaced with selenium heteroatoms in these systems. This system 

subset will be referred to as “substituted systems” further on. 

For crystal structure geometries all the added atoms (hydrogen atoms and for substituted systems 

hydrogen, fluorine and selenium atoms) were optimized first correcting possible imperfections of 

an automatic atom adding. Other atoms were frozen to keep the systems most analogous to the 

experimental input. After that, for each system the full gradient optimization was performed, 

finding the local energy minima. From that point, the restrained optimization was done, forcing the 

interacting partners to align in the orientation where the σ-hole would theoretically be the most 

exposed to the interacting nucleophile and the part of chalcogen bond on the total interaction energy 

would be the greatest. This step would help the systems to reach the energy minimum connected 
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with the chalcogen bond formation in case of the free optimization procedure before would not 

locate it. Subsequently, systems were freely optimized again without any restraints, finding local 

minima or confirming chalcogen bond minima found in the previous step. The systems that would 

deviate too much from the theoretical chalcogen bond optimum would be assumed that σ-hole 

plays no important role in their binding. The systems that did not maintain the presumed σ-hole 

binding motif at least partially were excluded from the further examination. For the rest, angular 

and distance scans were performed. In frame of angular scans the interacting partners were shifted 

in the principal x, y and z planes preserving certain interactions and eliminating others in order to 

grasp an effect of the σ-hole bonding. Angular scans were done in steps of 10° from the starting 

geometry - the geometry of the systems after second optimization. Distance scans did measure the 

change of the interaction energy with the increasing separation of the interacting partners and were 

done by steps by 10% of the sum of respective atoms van der Waals radii. 

4. Results 

4.1 Protein data bank search 

The PDB database displays as many as 11,795 protein-ligand structures below 2.01 Å resolution, 

9,592 proteins of a viral origin and 4,199 proteins containing ligand with a sulfur atom, 60 

containing selenium ligand and only 5 containing tellurium ligand. With all of these criteria 

combined, the PDB database returned 217 entries for protein-ligand structures. No entries have 

been found with a selenium or tellurium atom containing compound, nor have been found nonviral 

selenium (or tellurium) ligand containing compound homologous to any viral protein (data not 

shown). From these, only four ligands containing (divalent) sulfur were found to presumably 

display σ-hole bonding (Table 6). These chosen crystal structures are all of proteins of medically 

relevant viruses. For comparison, there are another 185 results for ligands of viral proteins 

containing sulfur that have resolution between 2.01 and 3.01 Å. 
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4.2 Studied crystal structures 

Table. 5. Selected crystal structures 

Crystal structures of viral proteins with a sulfur containing ligand satisfying the resolution criteria found in PDB that 

might exhibit a chalcogen bond. In all the systems the sulfur to oxygen atom interaction motif was observed. 3SKE 

systems might also exhibit a C-N...O motif, after a slight accommodation in the binding site. 

PDB code Resolution (Å) Organism Protein Interaction motif 

3SKE 1.97 Hepatitis C virus NS5B Polymerase C-S…O (C-S…N) 

4CTK 1.53 Dengue virus Methyl transferase C-S…O 

4IBK 1.85 Ebola virus VP-35 C-S…O 

4U7Q 1.70 HIV Protease C-S…O 

 

5.2.1 3SKE 

PDB entry 3SKE is of the hepatitis C virus NS5B RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. NS5B is a 

homodimer with two active sites both being occupied by a ligand (Fig. 24). The NS5B monomer 

has a finger, thumb and a palm domain. The active site is situated in a cleft between those three 

domains. The 3SKE ligand is the second best in terms of of IC50 and EC50 from a series of ligands 

designed to rationally optimize initial “lead” inhibitor (Anilkumar et al., 2011). Residues involved 

in catalysis lie within the palm domain. Aspartate 220, 318 and 319 bind divalent metal ions 

stabilizing nucleotides in the active site and additional residues R158, S367, R386, T390 and R394 

contact the incoming nucleotide (Ranjith-Kumar and Kao, 2006). The sulfur atom of 

thienopyrimidinedione ring in chain A is 3.4 Å (3.5 for the chain B) away from a carbonyl oxygen 

– roughly at the sum of van der Waals radii that is 3.32 Å (Fig. 24). The C-S…O angle of 140° 

(141° for chain B) was less suitable for a σ-hole interaction, though. Asparagine 411 has even less 

suitable orientation for a possible chalcogen bond (S…O distance 3.8 Å and C-S…O angle 132° 

or S…N 3.8 Å and C-S…N 155° in the case that the asparagine nitrogen  atom would be an 
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interacting nucleophile). However the ligand 

could theoretically rearrange to a σ-hole 

permitting orientation by a simple rotation 

along the C-N bond linking the N-

thienopyrimidinedione ring to the rest of the 

inhibitor. This would probably happen if the 

σ-hole had more positive ESP. The ligand 

also contains one carboxyl group that is 

exposed to the solvent, the ligand as a whole 

is probably an anion unless it is protonated. 

Figure 24. 3SKE ligand bound to NS5B polymerase of HCV 

The 3SKE ligand in an active site of a protein, chain A is shown. Only the considered residues asparagine 411 and 

serine 407 are shown. The ligand´s sulfur atom in the aromatic ring is close (in terms of van der Waals radii) to a 

carbonyl oxygen of the serine 407 amino acid. The sulfur atom is further away from an oxygen atom of asparagine 

411 side chain. Carbon atoms of the ligand are in black, carbon atoms and ribbons of protein are green. Model systems 

further studied are shown by thick lines. Color and thickness designation applies to the other systems (below). 

From 3SKE, model systems for both possible interactions were chosen. The thienopyrimidinedione 

ring was chosen to represent the ligand (Fig. 24, carbon atoms in black, thick lines) and was 

complexed with either N-methyl formamide representing a carbonyl backbone - 3SKE (1) or 

carboxamide representing the asparagine side chain - 3SKE (2) (carbon atoms in green, thick lines). 

(N-methyl formamide and carboxamide are representatives of asparagine side chain or carbonyl 

backbone respectively in all the systems). Model systems of 3SKE (3) and (4) correspond to (1) 

and (2) respectively, only they have thiophene ring instead of the whole thienopyrimidinedione as 

a ligand model. Substituted systems 3SKE (A) and 3SKE (B) correspond to 3SKE (1) and (2) 

respectively, and do account for model systems tuned with carbon bound hydrogen to fluorine and 

sulfur to selenium atoms substitutions.  

Further model systems designated with letters in brackets are referred to as substituted systems and 

are optimized to display greater σ-holes similarly to 3SKE (A) and (B). Model systems designated 

with numbers in brackets are unsubstituted and referred to as crystal structure model systems or 

unsubstituted models. It is however apparent that in the original 3SKE crystal structure the 

interacting partners are nowhere near the optimal geometry that would be anticipated for an 

interaction in which the σ-hole would be a dominant contributor. It would therefore be necessary 
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for the optimized compounds to accommodate in the active site such that the optimized σ-holes 

would be exploited to the maximum. 

5.2.2 4CTK 

4CTK is the homodimeric dengue virus methyltransferase that serves for the formation of a 7-

methylguanosine cap structure. The dengue virus methyltransferase consists of three distinct 

binding sites. One that binds to adenosylmethionine or adenosylhomocysteine, which serves as a 

methyl group donor in the methyltransferase reaction, GTP binding site that recognizes the cap 

structure and a positively charged RNA binding site. 4CTK protein´s adenosylmethionine binding 

pocket is bound to two molecules of S-adenosylmethionine. In chain A, thieno[2,3-b]pyrazin-7-

amine binds to the GTP binding pocket of the enzyme in two different orientations (Fig. 25). The 

ligand in crystal structure 4CTK is one of the candidate structures chosen by in silico screening 

targeting dengue methyltransferase. The 4CTK ligand is capable of a slight inhibition of 7-

guanosine methyltransferase activity (9%) and even more negligible inhibition of 2´ ribose 

methyltrasferase activity (Coutard et al., 2014). The binding of this ligand is probably stabilized 

by an obvious π-π stacking interaction to the phenylalanine 25 aromatic system. Aside from this 

stacking interaction there is a ligand sulfur atom to leucine 17 carbonyl oxygen atom close contact 

with sulfur to oxygen distance of 3.1 Å. With such an interatomic distance below the sum of van 

der Waals radii and with an angle C-S…O of 165° there is a possibility for a chalcogen bond to 

participate in the binding. The ligand is forming few contacts with adjacent protein residues – a 

rather simple system for further optimization. However the aromatic system stacking with an 

adjacent phenyl group would keep the ligand ring in a fixed plane, thus greater deviation from this 

plane to accommodate to the σ-hole would be 

probably accompanied with an energy penalty. 

There is another ligand molecule below the 

described ligand completing a triple sandwich 

stabilized by a π-π stacking interaction. 

Figure 25. 4CTK ligand bound to dengue virus methyl 

transferase 

The 4CTK ligand bound to the GTP binding pocket of a 

chain A. A short contact of an aromatic ring sulfur with a 

leucine 17 carbonyl oxygen along with a suitable geometry 

for a chalcogen bond is apparent. A stacking interaction 
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with a phenylalanine 25 ring above probably facilitates the binding. Another molecule of the ligand is situated below 

creating triple sandwich of aromatic rings stabilized with a π-π stacking interaction. 

For the ligand models – 4CTK (1) as well as for the substituted system 4CTK (A) the ligand was 

kept intact as the aromatic rings (or double bonds) can allow stronger inductive and mesomeric 

effects as the delocalized electrons can more easily move in a molecule. 

  5.2.3 4IBK 

4IBK is a crystal structure of small homodimeric Zaire ebolavirus VP35 protein complexed with a 

ligand. VP35 is a multifunctional protein that serves as a viral polymerase cofactor and it also 

inhibits host interferon production. VP35 consists of N-terminal coiled-coil domain, C terminal 

domain that contains a site important for ds-RNA binding and interferon inhibition and a site 

important for its polymerase cofactor function. 4IBK ligand was one of compounds chosen from a 

large set of possible ligands by in silico screening and exhibited reasonable value KD of about 50 

µM (Brown et al., 2014). The sulfur atom of the chlorothiophene ring is 3.5 Å away from the 

oxygen atom of glutamine 241 side chain (in both chains) and the angle of C-S…O is 151° (148° 

for chain A) (Fig. 26). The ligand contains 

one carboxyl group, thus is negatively 

charged. The ligand´s carboxyl group is 

forming a salt bridge with a side chain of 

lysine 251. 

Figure 26. 4IBK ligand bound to ebola virus VP35 

The sulfur atom of chlorothiophene ring is close to the 

glutamine 241 oxygen atom, with an orientation not 

completely excluding a chalcogen bond. The 4IBK 

ligand is an anion and its carboxyl group interacts with 

a lysine 251. 

The model for the ligand was chosen to be 

chlorothiophene – 4IBK (1). To investigate 

the role of a chlorine atom, unsubstituted thiophene-carboxamidee complex model system was also 

prepared - 4IBK (2). Substituted system with sulfur replaced with selenium atom and all the ligand 

hydrogen atoms (and single chlorine) with fluorines was prepared, too - 4IBK (A). 
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5.2.4 4U7Q 

4U7Q is a crystal structure of homodimeric aspartic protease of HIV 1. The HIV protease cleaves 

the viral GAG-POL polyprotein mediating the maturation of newly assembled particles. In a cavity 

between the two 99 amino acid long chains lies a catalytic site. Aspartate 25 of both chain facilitate 

the hydrolysis of a peptide bond. The central cavity is protected by two flexible segments (flaps) 

that open to permit the polyprotein substrate enter and the product leave the active site. The 4U7Q 

ligand is an inhibitor that binds to the active site in two alterative orientations with relative 

occupancies of 0.5 (Fig. 27). The ligand exhibits about 170 pM inhibition constant Ki and is 

photodegradable. The photodegradation reduces the inhibitory activity by about 4 orders of 

magnitude (Schimer et al., 2015). The thiazole rings in chains A and B are situated 2.5 and 3.2 Å 

respectively from the glycine 48 main chain carbonyl oxygen atom. While the glycine 48 A chain 

interacting thiazole ring being only 2.5 Å away from the oxygen atom, that is only 75% of the sum 

of van der Waals radii, it is inappropriately oriented to display any σ-hole bonding. From this 

respect the chain B is much more promising. On the other hand if the ligand is able to adopt such 

orientation suitable for a chalcogen bond as 

in chain B, it might accommodate to the 

most σ-hole favorable geometry after 

further ligand tuning easily. 

Figure 27. 4U7Q bound to the HIV protease 

The ligand is bound in the active site in two 

alternative orientations due to the symmetry of the 

HIV protease. In both cases ligand´s thiazole ring 

sulfur atom is very close to a glycine 48 carbonyl 

oxygen atom of either chain A or B. While in A 

chain sulfur and oxygen atoms are much closer, its 

orientation is not particularly favorable for a σ-hole 

interaction. In chain B the thiazole ring is in 

promising orientation to the carbonyl oxygen 

considering the chalcogen bond possibility. 

The thiazole ring represented the ligand in 

model system. Thiazole rings in both chains were examined for comparison of alternative starting 

geometries - 4U7Q (1) and (2). Of substituted systems, 4U7Q (A) and (B) correspond to (1) and 

(2), respectively. 
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5.3 Model systems 

5.3.1 Model systems derived from crystal structure 

5.3.1.1 Electrostatic potentials (ESPs) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28. ESPs of ligand models 

For all the models the same color scale of ESP from +31 to -31 kcal/mol is used (for amino acid models in Fig. 29, 

too). Areas inclining to blue shades are positive, areas inclining to red shades are negative. 3SKE model ligand 

fragment corresponds to 3SKE (3), (4) and also 4IBK (2) model system ligands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. ESPs of amino acid ligands 

ESP´s of the carbonyl model (left) and the asparagine/glutamine side chain model (right) are similar with the respect 

to partially negative moieties (oxygen atoms) interacting with presumed σ-holes of ligand models. 
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5.3.1.1.1 Electrostatic potentials of ligand models 

σ-holes are best apparent in case of 3SKE ligand models (1) and (2) (see Table. 7.). In 3SKE (1) 

and (3) the nucleophile in the original crystal is closer to a hydrogen atom H 12 (Fig. 28) site of 

the ligand. Thus this site (and adjacent σ-hole) is considered as the interacting site in further steps 

for these model systems. Electrostatic potential on this side is more positive for 3SKE (1), but also 

nearby hydrogen atom (H 12) is more positive than the σ-hole itself. Interestingly the 

noninteracting σ-hole of a 3SKE (1) ligand model is more positive than a nearby hydrogen (H 13). 

This site, where the σ-hole is more positive than nearby hydrogen, is considered as an interacting 

site for 3SKE (2), as it is closer to its presumed interaction partner. This site is considered as an 

interacting one for 3SKE (4) as well, but this model ligand does not have an apparent σ-hole. 

4CTK (1) model also has a distinct σ-hole that is to some degree blending with the positive areas 

of a nearby hydrogen atom as for 3SKE (1). In these cases the area around the hydrogen is also 

slightly more positive than that of the σ-hole. On the noninteracting face of the sulfur atom in 

4CTK (1), the entire σ-hole region is negative overall. However there is a distinct σ-hole region 

relatively less negative than its environment. 

Five-membered rings of 4IBK (1), 4U7Q (1) and (2) have also apparent σ-hole areas as protrusions 

of positive ESP from the nearby hydrogen atoms. 4IBK (1) has a noninteracting σ-hole with a 

smaller magnitude that is deformed by a close chlorine atom, which has a σ-hole of its own (with 

the magnitude of about 10 kcal/mol), facing to the solvent. The smallest σ-hole areas are observed 

in the thiophene ring of 3SKE (3), (4) and 4IBK (2). 

In cases of all the studied systems, σ-holes were centered slightly away from their theoretical 

position. They are (still) in the plane of the aromatic ring, however moved by about 10-15° off 

from a C5-S11 (Fig. 28, 3SKE as an example) axis towards the C8 bonding carbon. The C5-S11 axis 

corresponds to the vector of the nonbonding pz orbital on which the ESP should be the most 

positive, as it lacks electrons. 
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5.3.1.1.2 Electrostatic potentials of amino acid models 

ESPs of amino acid models, model of carbonyl backbone and glutamine/asparagine side chain, 

were comparable one to another, at least in the area around the nucleophilic center (oxygen atom). 

The magnitude of ESP around the nitrogen atom suggests that it would be a much weaker chalcogen 

bond acceptor than the oxygen atom. Thereby further on, only oxygen atom will be examined as a 

possible nucleophile. 

Table 6. ESP magnitudes of ligand models 

Values of electrostatic potential are in kcal/mol. Magnitudes are measured at centers of circular areas of positive ESP 

on the sulfur atom (not exactly in the axis of the C-S bond). Interacting site is considered the one of the two σ-holes 

that is in that concrete model system closest to the interacting partner. For symmetric molecules they are considered 

being the same and minor deviations in the measurement for both sites (not listed) are attributed to the experimental 

error. Only the noninteracting σ-hole of 4CTK (1) is slightly negative. 

 

Models Magnitude 

(kcal/mol) 

Interacting site 

Magnitude (kcal/mol) 

Noninteracting site 

3SKE(1) 32.00 30.93 

3SKE(2) 30.93 32.00 

4CTK(1) 21.02 -2.35 

4IBK(1) 24.13 4.39 

4U7Q(1,2) 22.75 27.30 

4IBK(2), 

3SKE(3,4) 

17.88 17.88 

 

 

 

 

5.3.1.2 Crystal structure geometries of the model systems 

After the model systems were elaborated from the crystal structure, hydrogen and halogen atoms 

were optimized independently prior to the further steps. This corresponded only to a minor 

movement of these singly bonded compounds fixing possible imperfections of the automatic filling 

of hydrogen atoms. Resulting model systems were most authentic to the original crystal (including 
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possible refinement errors). Table 8 shows interaction energies after the optimization of hydrogen 

and halogen atoms, C-S…O angles and S…O distances of respective compounds. 

The best starting orientation for a possible chalcogen bond have 4CTK (1) and 4U7Q (2). From 

these 4CTK (1) has very strong interaction, about -4 kcal/mol. Its sulfur to oxygen atom distance 

is well below the sum of van der Waals radii (which is 3.32 Å). In case of 4U7Q (1), where the 

S...O distance in the protein crystal was too short, the interaction energy is very high and positive 

(about +9 kcal/mol), the repulsion force is dominant for this system in the current orientation. In 

case of 4U7Q (2), which is an alternative binding mode for 4U7Q ligand, the geometry around the 

sulfur atom is reasonable in terms of its plausibility for a chalcogen bond. Its interaction energy is 

rather medium, though. Both 4IBK model systems (1) and (2) exhibited orientations in which 

partial chalcogen bond contribution to the binding is still possible, but interaction energies for these 

systems were weak (about -1 kcal/mol). Interestingly, while interaction energies of 3SKE (1) and 

corresponding 3SKE (3) differ modestly, interaction energies of 3SKE (2) and (4) did not, even 

though the respective model system pairs, (1) with (3) and (2) with (4) had the same starting 

geometry. 

Table 7.  Parameters of model system after the optimization of hydrogens and after the free optimization 

The table depicts characteristic distances and angles in the model systems relevant for the respective chalcogen bonds 

before and after the optimization. Angles are in degrees, distance in ångströms. For geometries of model systems after 

optimization see Fig. 30. 

Crystal crystal structure geometry Free optimization  

System S...O distance (Å) C-S…O angle 

(°) 

∆E 

(kcal/mol) 

S...O distance (Å) C-S…O angle (°) ∆E 

(kcal/mol) 

 

3SKE (1) 3.45 140° -1.52 3.78 151° -4.85  

3SKE (2) 3.76 131° -2.57 3.30 162° -4.87  

3SKE (3) 3.45 140° -0.29 4.06 143° -3.52  

3SKE (4) 3.76 131° -2.60 3.97 148° -3.98  

4CTK (1) 3.15 165° -4.14 4.01 146° -4.74  

4IBK (1) 3.54 151° -0.83 4.14 135° -5.12  

4IBK (2) 3.54 151° -0.70 4.19 129° -1.84  

4U7Q (1) 2.49 132° +8.89 3.62 135° -1.07  

4U7Q (2) 3.23 170° -1.35 4.42 130° -3.71  
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  5.3.1.3 Free optimization 

In free optimization step model systems were optimized entirely (all of the atoms), finding the local 

minima of interaction energy (Fig. 30). 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30. Model systems after the free optimization step 

Carbon atoms are green for amino acid models and black for ligand models, oxygen 

atoms are red, nitrogen blue, sulfur yellow and hydrogen atoms are white. 

 

 

During the free optimization, only the 3SKE (2) system maintained the 

S...O distance below the sum of van der Waals radii with a reasonable chalcogen bond permitting 

angle C-S...O. No other system ended up with the sulfur to oxygen atom distance below the sum 

of van der Waals radii (Table 8). The interaction for 3SKE (2) after this step was very strong (the 

interaction energy of about -5 kcal/mol) and the C-S…O angle was the most chalcogen bond 

favoring (close to linear) among systems. 3SKE (1), and 4CTK (1) maintained a geometry, where 

the chalcogen bond could play a role. Other systems ended up with orientations less reasonable for 

the chalcogen bond and their interaction strengths were weaker, except for 4IBK (1), which had 

the most negative interaction energy among the systems after this optimization step (over -5 

kcal/mol). In 4U7Q (1) the interaction energy dropped from almost +9 kcal/mol (repulsion) to 

values more fitting an actual interaction - weak one, though (about -1 kcal/mol). 4IBK and 4U7Q 
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systems had the C-S…O angle below 140°, this angle is greater (see Table 8) in 3SKE (3) - the 

same system as 4IBK (2), only with a different starting orientation. 

5.3.1.4 Presumed optimal chalcogen bond geometry optimization 

The systems in this step were forced to adopt the linear C-X…O angle, where the σ-holes should 

theoretically have the greatest contribution to the binding (Table 8). This restrained optimization 

should help the systems to locate the chalcogen bond featuring energy minimum for cases where 

the free optimization procedure (section 5.3.1.3) could not reach it because of energy barriers. 

After the C-S...O angle being forced to 180°, 3SKE (1), (2), 4CTK (1) and 4U7Q (2) adopted sulfur 

to oxygen atom distance below the sum of van der Waals radii, while only in the system 3SKE (2) 

was the S...O distance so short before. The strongest interaction was observed in the model systems 

3SKE (1) and (2) (about -4 kcal/mol). The interaction energy was for each system except 4U7Q 

(1) less negative than in the previous step, though. Thereby, those model systems have left the local 

energy minimum. 

Table 8. Interaction energies and S…O distances after the optimization into the presumed chalcogen bond 

optimal geometry 

Interaction energies (∆E) of the systems after the C-X...O angle was forced to 180° are in kcal/mol. Distances are in 

ångströms. 

C-S...O angle to 180° 

System ∆E (kcal/mol) S...O dist. (Å) 

3SKE (1) -3.95 3.11 

3SKE (2) -3.59 3.10 

3SKE (3) -1.68 3.61 

3SKE (4) -2.88 3.52 

4CTK (1) -3.31 3.13 

4IBK (1) -2.48 3.67 

4IBK (2) -1.84 3.95 

4U7Q (1) -1.65 4.00 

4U7Q (2) -2.25 3.23 
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5.3.1.5 Free optimization from the chalcogen bond optimal geometry 

There was a question whether the geometry forced in the previous step lies in the energy minimum 

or how far from it is from the minimum. To answer this question, another free optimization was 

performed for model systems where the starting point was the geometry with the linear C-S…O 

angle.   

Interacting partners deviated from the theoretical C-S…O angle of 180° in all the systems (they 

were not in energy minimum). 4IBK (2), 4U7Q (1) and (2) did deviate too much from the expected 

orientation, and thereby will not be examined further as there probably is a small chalcogen bond 

contribution in this system´s interaction energy. The second free optimization step was connected 

with the interaction strengthening in all the systems. Interaction energies and geometries after this 

step were very similar to those after the first optimization for most of the systems. Only 4U7Q (1) 

found a new local energy minimum (-3.52 kcal/mol). In no system did the nucleophile get too far 

away from the ring plane, however out of the studied systems only 3SKE (2) ended up with a 

reasonable chalcogen bond favoring geometry (with the angle C-S...O of 165°) – about where it 

was after the first optimization step. From 4IBK systems, system (2) without a chlorine moiety 

optimized roughly to an orientation with an oxygen atom facing the C-H bond (away from the 

sulfur atom), whereas 4IBK (1), that is a ligand model substituted with a chlorine atom, ended up 

with the geometry possibly permitting some chalcogen bond contribution after this step. These two 

systems had roughly the same interaction energy of about -5 kcal/mol, though – the most negative 

among the systems. 

Table 9. Geometrical parameters and interaction energies (∆E) of model systems after the second free 

optimization 

Interaction energies (∆E) are in kcal/mol, distances are in ångströms and angle is in degrees. 

System S…O Distance  (Å) C-S…O angle (°) ∆E (kcal/mol) 

3SKE (1) 3.83 149° -4.85 

3SKE (2) 3.23 165° -4.80 

3SKE (3) 3.90 147° -3.63 

3SKE (4) 4.02 149° -3.99 

4CTK (1) 4.13 143° -4.96 

4IBK (1) 3.81 146° -5.04 
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4IBK (2) 4.44 125° -4.99 

4U7Q (1) 4.25 136° -3.52 

4U7Q (2) 4.16 130° -3.75 

 

5.3.1.6 Scans 

Three kinds of angular scans and one distance scan were performed to ascertain the change of 

interaction energy with a controlled change of the geometry. The starting orientation was the one 

attained by the free optimization from the chalcogen bond optimal geometry (section 5.3.1.5). 

5.3.1.6.1 Angular scan 1 

(Out of the plane of the aromatic ring) 

This scan based on the chalcogen bond directionality was meant to isolate the respective chalcogen 

bonds from other interactions by turning the ligand molecule around the nucleophile (turning the 

aromatic ring over). Distances of chalcogen to oxygen (chalcogen bond) and oxygen to hydrogen 

(secondary interaction – hydrogen bond) were maintained constant (while the ring turning, sulfur 

atom and interacting hydrogen atom were kept frozen) (Fig. 31). The resulting interaction energy 

changes should be only due to the chalcogen bond (and possibly to lesser extend also the hydrogen 

bond) directional preferences. 

 

Figure 31. Scan 1, from the plane of an aromatic ring 

The angular scan 1 was performed with the ligand model turning around the oxygen of an amino acid model with 

sulfur to oxygen and also ligand hydrogen to oxygen atom distances being constant (see Fig. 32). 3SKE (1) is shown. 

The starting point of the scan is indicated by nontransparent model, this is also true for figures of corresponding scans 

below. 
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A notable relation of interaction energy and angular change could be traced in 3SKE (2) with the 

interaction energy maximum and minimum difference of about -3 kcal/mol. The trend is slightly 

less apparent in 4IBK (1) and 3SKE (3), the latter two display the general shape expected for 

chalcogen bond driven interaction but the dependence is more shallow (about -2 and -1.5 kcal/mol, 

respectively).  Other systems do not display any significant dependence that would be expected for 

chalcogen bond featuring systems nor any other clearly apparent tendencies (Fig. 32). 

 

 

Figure 32. Angular scan 1, the relation of the angular deviation and the interaction energy 

Angular change is in degrees (x axis), interaction energies are in kcal/mol (y axis). The angle of 0° denotes the starting 

orientation. From that the systems were shifted up to +/- 70° to each side. The minimum of the interaction energy is at 

or very close to the starting point, from there the interaction energy grows, which is most likely due to leaving the 

preferred chalcogen bond geometry. But also, since hydrogen bond is also directional, some of hydrogen bond 

contribution is to be considered as well. Black 3SKE (2), blue 4IBK (1), red 3SKE (3). The curve was not informative 

in case of other model systems. 
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5.3.1.6.2 Angular scan 2 

(In the plane of the ring separating the hydrogen bond from the chalcogen bond) 

In this angular scan, the amino acid model was turning around the nearby hydrogen atom, removing 

the influence of the chalcogen bond. The resulting interaction energy change should mainly be due 

to the hydrogen bond strength change and its angular preference. The hydrogen to oxygen distance 

was kept fixed (Fig. 33). 

 

 

Figure 33. Scan 2, the relation of the angular deviation and the interaction energy  

The scan 2 was performed with the amino acid model turning around the ligand´s hydrogen atom. This way possible 

contribution of the chalcogen bond is ablated while the hydrogen bond is maintained (or strengthened). The oxygen to 

hydrogen are kept constant (see Fig. 36). 3SKE (1) is shown.  

The curves of the relation of the interaction energy to the angular change are flat and hard to 

interpret. 3SKE (2) and 4IBK (1) shows similar relations seen for the substituted systems (see 

section 5.3.2.6.2). For these two systems the interaction energy increases (becomes less negative) 

when moving from the start. The increase goes until the energy maximum is reached and then a 

decrease is apparent in Fig. 34. The interaction is weakened by 2 about kcal/mol for these two 

systems. The hydrogen bond should be getting stronger when C-H…O is approaching linearity, 

thus the chalcogen bond should have about -2 kcal/mol or more negative contribution in these 

systems. This relation does not occur in other systems, though.  
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Figure 34. Scan 2, relation of the angular deviation and interaction energy. 

Starting orientation is denoted by the angle of 0°. The spike in the interaction energy (at about +50° for 4IBK (1) and 

3SKE (2)) probably corresponds to a point when the chalcogen bond is the weakest and hydrogen bond is not yet close 

enough to compensate for the loss of the chalcogen bond. The relation was most significant for 3SKE (2). Angles are 

in degrees, interaction energy in kcal/mol. 3SKE (2) black line, 4CTK (1) blue line, 3SKE (1) red line and 4IBK (1) 

green line. Systems that do not exhibit a predictive relation are not included in the graph (only 4CTK, blue line, is 

shown as an example of one). 

 

 

5.3.1.6.3 Angular scan 3 

(In the plane of the ring from one sulfur atom σ-hole to the other one)  

Last angular scans were performed with the distance of sulfur to the nucleophile fixed again. Now 

the amino acid models turned around the sulfur atom in the plane of the ring (Fig. 35). By this 

motion, the effect of the hydrogen bond and the chalcogen bond are both filtered out. For the 

interaction energy with the C-S…O angle of about 135° (around +45° in the Fig. 35, considering 

the starting C-S...O angle of 180°) (where the σ-holes and hydrogen atoms are most distant from 

the nucleophile) nonspecific dispersion should be the major remaining component of the binding. 
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Figure 35. Scan 3, in the plane of the ring from one σ-hole to the other one (noninteracting one) 

The scan 3 was performed with the amino acid model turning around the sulfur atom with sulfur to oxygen atoms 

distance kept constant (the turning is in opposite direction than in scan 2) (see Fig. 36). 3SKE (1) is shown. 

There are maxima of the interaction energy roughly in the position where the distance of the 

moving oxygen atom to both σ-holes is the biggest (where no chalcogen but also no hydrogen 

bonds should participate significantly) (Fig. 36). In some cases (4IBK (1) and 4CTK (1)) there are 

maxima beyond these positions of the second σ-holes orientation (the one that is not interacting 

originally). This is most likely due to the steric repulsion of molecules as the starting orientation 

for all the systems is not the same. A turn of the interaction partner by a certain angle may cause a 

steric repulsion in one system, while it does not in another system. Minima of the interaction energy 

were found at the starting and ending angles of the scan. Even despite that in 3SKE (2) case, the 

sulfur to oxygen atom distance was well below the sum of van der Waals radii, the interaction 

energy remains negative in the course of the entire scan. The absence of repulsion for (at least) 

3SKE (2) case in entire course of this scan is peculiar. 
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Figure 36. Scan 3, relation of the angular deviation and the interaction energy 

Angles are in degrees (x axis), interaction energy is in kcal/mol (y axis). The scan starts at 0. The maximum of energy 

is roughly around +45°, orientation most distant from both σ-hole and hydrogen bonds. 3SKE (2) black, 3SKE (1) red, 

3SKE (3) magenta, 4IBK (1) green, 4CTK (1) blue. The sharp significant interaction energy increase for 4IBK (1) and 

4CTK (1) at the right corresponds to a steric clash of compounds and subsequent repulsion. System 3SKE (4) did not 

show predictable relation and is not shown. 

 

5.3.1.6.4 Distance scan 

The distance scan simply moved the interacting partners apart. The interaction energy was 

calculated each step by 10% of the sum of van der Waals radii. 10 steps were used to move the 

compounds farther apart and 2 steps brought the compounds closer from the starting point. 

The plots generally have the same shape in all the cases (Fig. 37), which was reminiscent of that 

seen in Fig. 3. The interaction energy was the most negative for the starting system geometries 

(geometries after the second free optimization, section 5.3.1.5). It went sharply upwards (towards 

more positive interaction energy-repulsion) when bringing the nucleophile and the chalcogen 

closer or went upwards slightly less sharply when the interacting partners were moved apart. 
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Figure 39. Distance scan 

The plot depicts the intermolecular separation of the interacting compounds. Distance is in steps by 10 percent of the 

van der Waals radii sum, interaction energy is in kcal/mol. The interacting compounds were moved with the C-S…O 

angle being kept constant. The distance 0 denotes the starting orientation, from there the systems were moved apart 

(positive values) or brought nearer (negative values). The dependence is similar for all of the systems and closely 

resembles the one shown in Fig. 3. 3SKE (2) black, 3SKE (1) red, 3SKE (3) magenta, 3SKE (4) light blue, 4IBK (1) 

green, 4CTK (1) blue. 

5.3.2 Model systems tuned for stronger chalcogen bond 

Substituted systems are systems analogous to the crystal structure models but engineered to display 

the greater σ-hole. This is done by carbon bound hydrogen to fluorine atoms and sulfur to selenium 

substitutions. Electronegative fluorine atoms withdraw electronic density from the chalcogen, 

enlarging the σ-holes, and the sulfur replacement with a more polarizable selenium atom should 

also work for the greater σ-hole (as described in the section 2. Literature Review). These systems 

are models for optimization of chalcogen bonding properties of ligands. However in actual 

compound design for each system separately, unique optimization procedure should be chosen to 

increase the interaction strength (for instance not replacing certain hydrogen atoms relevant for the 

binding). Substituted ligand models described here serve only as a lead for further optimization.  

The same procedure as for model systems described in the above sections was performed with 

substituted model systems, too, e.g. optimization and scan steps. 
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5.2.2.1 Electrostatic potentials  

In the substituted ligand models, the σ-holes are well apparent in all the cases. This is due to the 

fact, that hydrogen atoms adjacent to the chalcogen atoms were replaced with fluorine atoms, thus 

their positive ESP do not blend with that of the σ-holes, but they rather form enclosed regions - 

real holes. 4U7Q and 3SKE substituted ligands have comparable and greatest σ-holes among the 

systems and 4CTK (A) has the smallest σ-hole(s) of all the substituted compounds. In case of 

substituted systems, the σ-holes were also slightly farther away from the C8-Se11 axis (Fig. 38, 

3SKE (A) as an example, the deviation is not apparent in this picture). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38. ESPs of substituted ligand models 

The same color scale of ESP from +31 to -31 kcal/mol is used for all the systems. σ-holes are apparent roughly in the 

direction of the both C-Se bonds extensions as distinct bordered regions. The fluorine atoms are partially negative, 

thus they may be able to attract for instance hydrogen atoms via electrostatics. 
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Table 10. Magnitudes of ESP of substituted ligand models 

Values of electrostatic potential are in kcal/mol. Interacting site is considered the one of two σ-holes that is in the 

concrete model system closest to the interacting partner. Magnitudes are measured at centers of circular areas of 

positive ESP on the sulfur atom (not exactly in the axis of the C-S bond). For symmetric molecules interacting and 

noninteracting sites are considered being the same and minor deviations in the measurement for both sites (not listed) 

are attributed to the experimental error. 4U7Q and 3SKE substituted model ligand have the greatest σ-hole among the 

systems. 4CTK (A) has not the noninteracting σ-hole positive (compared to 4CTK (1)), but this system still has the 

smallest σ-hole among the substituted systems. 

Models Magnitude 

(kcal/mol) 

Interacting site 

Magnitude 

(kcal/mol) 

Noninteracting site 

3SKE(A) 39.91 38.31 

3SKE(B) 38.31 39.91 

4CTK(A) 29.59 23.28 

4IBK(A) 37.26 37.26 

4U7Q(A,B) 39.52 39.89 

 

5.3.2.2 Geometries 

Initial (crystal structure) geometries for substituted systems were understandably similar to those 

of the unsubstituted systems. Only necessary optimization steps in preparing the substituted model 

systems did change certain geometrical parameters slightly. For instance, the interatomic distances 

have been modulated to correspond to the same percentage of the sum of van der Waals radii as in 

the unsubstituted systems (the sum of van der Waals radii for selenium and oxygen atoms is 3.42 

Å, for sulfur and oxygen atoms 3.32 Å). 4CTK (A) and 4U7Q (B), these systems both have their 

crystal structure geometries close to the optimum for a strong chalcogen bond and also have the 

highest interaction energies among these model systems (Table 11, optimization of fluorine and 

hydrogen atoms).   

Correspondingly to the hydrogen optimization step above (section 5.3.1.2), for this set of model 

systems, hydrogens and added fluorine atoms were optimized first. The most negative interaction 

energy was found for the 4U7Q (B) system (about -4 kcal/mol). This was also the system with the 

C-Se…O angle closest to linearity. The second strongest interaction energy was observed for 4CTK 
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(A), that also had its geometrical parameters reasonable for a strong chalcogen bond contribution. 

While the 4U7Q (1) had a positive interaction energy (about +9 kcal/mol), the substituted version 

4U7Q (A) had only slightly positive interaction energy at the same intermolecular separation. The 

second weakest interaction energy belonged to 3SKE (B) that had least chalcogen bond permissive 

orientation (the longest Se…O distance and smallest C-Se…O angle). 

Table 11. Orientations and interaction energies of substituted systems before and after the optimization 

Values of interaction energy (∆E) is in kcal/mol, distances are in ångströms, angles are in degrees.  

 

 Optimization of fluorine and hydrogen atoms Free optimization 

System Se...O distance 

(Å) 

C-Se…O 

angle (°) 

∆E 

(kcal/mol) 

Se...O distance 

(Å) 

C-Se…O angle 

(°) 

∆E 

(kcal/mol) 

3SKE (A) 3.55 142° -2.62 2.87 172° -5.09 

3SKE (B) 3.87 129°  -1.83 3.57  115°  -2.87 

4CTK (A) 3.24 163° -3.40 3.04 173° -3.87 

4IBK (A) 3.64 160° -2.79 2.83 173° -6.41 

4U7Q (A) 2.56 142° +0.46 2.93 169° -5.50 

4U7Q (B) 3.32 177° -4.20 2.86 165° -5.45 

 

5.3.2.3 Free optimization  

After the optimization all of the substituted systems except for one adopted the geometry eligible 

to a chalcogen bond which corresponded to the interaction energies becoming more negative (Fig. 

39, Table 11). With the exception of 3SKE (B) every system adopted the C-Se...O angle of about 

170°. The interaction energies were slightly increased with the respect to not substituted systems 

overall (Table 11, Table 7). The least negative interaction energy (-1.83 kcal/mol) belonged to 

3SKE (B), that did clearly not have the optimal chalcogen bond geometry. The most negative 

interaction energy (-6.41 kcal/mol) was the one of 4IBK (A) substituted with most fluorine atoms 

out of this series. The interatomic distance seems to correlate with the interaction energy to a certain 

degree (the most negative for the lowest interatomic distance, the least negative for the greatest 
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distance). Only 4CTK (A) had the interaction energy lower than its unsubstituted variant - 4CTK 

(1), while also having a chalcogen bond permitting geometry (-3.83 kcal/mol for substituted and -

4.74 kcal/mol for not substituted system). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 39. Substituted model systems after the free optimization step 

Carbon atoms are green for amino acid models, black for ligand models, oxygen atoms are red, nitrogen blue, selenium 

orange, fluorine light blue and hydrogen atoms are white. 

 

5.3.2.4 Presumed optimal chalcogen bond geometry optimization 

Forcing the substituted systems C-Se...O angle to 180° did not in fact make the interaction stronger, 

but there was a slight decrease in the interaction energy strengths instead (interaction energies 

became less negative) in all the systems except for 3SKE (B). 3SKE (B) was in an orientation 

unsuitable for a chalcogen bond before (see Table 12). 4IBK (A) after this step was still the one 

having the strongest interaction (-5.70 kcal/mol) and 4CTK (A) among the weakest (-3.45 

kcal/mol). 
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Table 12. Substituted model systems after the optimization to the presumed chalcogen bond optimal geometry 

Interaction energies (∆E) are in kcal/mol, distances are in ångströms. 

 

System Se...O distance (Å) ∆E (kcal/mol) 

3SKE (A) 3.38 -4.00 

3SKE (B) 3.15 -3.45 

4CTK (A) 2.92 -3.45 

4IBK (A) 2.96 -5.70 

4U7Q (A) 3.15 -3.88 

4U7Q (B) 2.98 -4.67 

 

5.3.2.5 Free optimization from the chalcogen bond optimal geometry 

In this step model systems adopted roughly the same geometry (see Table 13) they had before the 

restraint optimization to C-Se…O linearity (after the optimization step, section 5.3.2.3). Only the 

3SKE (B) system that formed the chalcogen bond in previous step has not returned to the) 

obviously energetically suboptimal (in this case) state. The interaction energies and Se…O 

distances are also very comparable to those after the 5.3.2.3 step. 4CTK (A) has the weakest 

interaction and 4IBK (A) the strongest one. The C-Se…O angle did not remain at the 180° forced 

in the previous step for neither system (the angles are between 172° and 165° after this step). 

Table 13. The second free optimization of the substituted systems 

The geometry criteria and interaction energies (∆E) of the substituted model systems after the second free optimization 

(following the optimization to presumed chalcogen bond optimal geometry). Energies are in kcal/mol, distances are in 

ångströms, angles are in degrees. 

 

 Se...O distance (Å) C-Se...O angle (°) ∆E (kcal/mol) 

3SKE (A) 2.85 172° -5.79 

3SKE (B) 2.90 170° -4.65 

4CTK (A) 3.09 170° -4.03 
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4IBK (A) 2.85 172° -6.40 

4U7Q (A) 2.92 170° -4.26 

4U7Q (B) 2.88 165° -5.19 

 

5.3.2.6 Scans 

Angular and distance scans were done correspondingly to section 5.3.1.6 - like in unsubstituted 

system scans. Only instead the hydrogen atoms, fluorine atoms were considered, even despite of 

their contribution to the interaction energy is presumably much smaller. 

5.3.2.6.1 Angular scan 1 

In the substituted systems the motion of the oxygen atom away from the ring plane resulted in 

interaction energies with a quadratic-like curve that had the minimum in the initial geometry (Fig. 

40). 4CTK (A) exhibiting the least negative interaction energy also shows the weakest angular 

dependence of all substituted systems - about 2 kcal/mol difference between the maximum and the 

minimum. The difference is the greatest for 4IBK (A) (about 5.5 kcal/mol). It seems that the 

interaction energy correlates with the directional tendency. 

 

Figure 40. Scan 1 of the substituted systems, the relation of the angular deviation and the interaction energy 

The angular change is in degrees (x axis), interaction energies are in kcal/mol (y axis). The 0° point denotes the starting 

orientation. From there systems are shifted up to +/- 70 degrees to each side. The minimum of interaction energy is at 

or very close to a starting point. From there the interaction energy grows (becomes less negative), which is most likely 
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due to the leaving of preferred chalcogen bond geometry. Unlike in Fig. 32, there is no hydrogen bond except for 

possible weak ones in some cases. 3SKE (A) black, 3SKE (B) red, 4IBK (A) green, 4CTK (A) blue. 4U7Q (B) light 

green, 4U7Q (A) magenta. 

 

5.3.2.6.2 Angular scan 2 

In case of the substituted systems, the interaction energies exhibited curves with the minimum at 

the starting point and the energy plateau from roughly +40° onward (Fig. 41). This shape of a curve 

was very similar in all the studied systems. There is no spike of interaction energy like there was 

for some unsubstituted systems displaying similar relation (5.2.1.6.2). The difference of interaction 

energies before and after the scan was from about 3 to 4 kcal/mol, suggesting that this is the 

contribution of the chalcogen bond. 

 

 

Figure 41. Scan 2 of the substituted systems, relation of the angular deviation and the interaction energy. 

Starting orientation is denoted by point 0 on the x axis, from there scan up to +80° is performed. The relation was 

similar for all the substituted systems. There is an interaction energy increase due to the loss or weakening of the 

chalcogen bond followed by an interaction energy plateau. Negative interaction energies for systems in the plateau are 

probably due to the nonspecific dispersion or weak hydrogen bond becoming stronger. 3SKE (A) black, 3SKE (B) red, 

4IBK (A) green, 4CTK (A) blue, 4U7Q (B) light green and 4U7Q (A) magenta. Interaction energy on y axis (kcal/mol), 

angular shift from original position on x axis (degrees). 

5.3.2.6.3 Angular scan 3 

The hill-like curve (A-shaped) was plotted by interaction energies of substituted systems where 

amino acid model shifted from one σ-hole to another. The maximum never exceeded -2 kcal/mol 

(Fig. 42), unlike in original unsubstituted systems (Fig. 36). 
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Figure 42. Scan 3 of substituted systems, the relation of the angular deviation and the interaction energy 

Interaction energy on y axis (kcal/mol), angular shift from original position on x axis (degrees). As for unsubstituted 

systems the energy maximum is about in +45° from the starting orientation (most distant from both σ-holes. 3SKE (A) 

black, 3SKE (B) red, 4IBK (A) green, 4CTK (A) blue, 4U7Q (B) light green, and 4U7Q (A) magenta. 

5.3.2.6.4 Distance scan 

Separating molecules apart gave similar results as for unsubstituted systems (Fig. 43). The only 

notable difference between substituted and unsubstituted system was that for substituted systems 

did the interaction energy rocketed more when the Se...O distance was shortened compared to the 

unsubstituted systems. 

 

Figure 43. Distance scan of substituted systems 

Plot corresponding to that of fig 38, but for the substituted systems. The interaction energy on y axis (kcal/mol), 

interatomic selenium to oxygen distances are in the percentage of the sum of van der Waals radii, on the x axis. 3SKE 

(A) black, 3SKE (B) red, 4IBK (A) green, 4CTK (A) blue, 4U7Q (B) light green and 4U7Q (A) magenta. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 The amount of motifs discovered 

Seemingly only few proteins-ligand complexes with fitting parameters were found in the PDB 

database. From 217 structures, 4 met the criteria for further examination, which is 1.84 % of 

structures. However, this small number is comparable to the number of close contacts (from 0.7 to 

18%) discovered by Bauzá et al. (2013) in their Cambridge Structural Database search for various 

σ-hole interaction motifs of. On the other hand, Lu et al. (2009), who searched the PDB database 

for halogen to oxygen close contacts found out that about one sixth of the searched compounds 

fitted their criteria (distance below the sum of van der Waals radii and the C-X…O angle not below 

140°). Considering viral protein restriction, the number of found close contacts is not that 

negligible as it seems. The number of the chosen structures is still too small for proper statistical 

analysis, though. Sufur is not among the most abundant elements in protein ligands, divalent sulfur 

even less so. This may also be reflected in this low absolute number of discovered close contact, 

and should be noted before any considerations regarding properties of interactions are done.  

6.2 Electrostatic potentials 

Values of magnitudes of electrostatic potential overall are substantially greater than what is stated 

in the literature for σ-hole exhibiting chalcogen atoms (Wang et al., 2009). Strongly positive ESP 

around hydrogen atoms that are in the close proximity to chalcogens may somehow influence the 

magnitude. The fact that σ-holes were the most prominent in 3SKE (1) and (2) systems and 

insignificant in 3SKE (3), (4) and 4IBK (2) (thiophene ring) was in accord with the theoretical 

expectations. The tiophene ring lacks any electronegative, electron-withdrawing, groups. From the 

comparison of ESP it seems, that the chalcogen bond (σ-hole) is more tunable than the hydrogen 

bond (partially positive hydrogen atom). Thiophene ring has only insignificant extensions of 

positive ESP from hydrogen towards where the σ-hole should be. As opposed to this, 3SKE (1) 

and (2), more closely resembling the original ligand tuned with a condensed uracil ring, had very 

notable σ-holes, one of them even being more positive than the nearby hydrogen atom - 3SKE (2).  
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The noninteracting σ-hole of 4CTK (1) was of the least positive of the studied systems. The reason 

for such asymmetry of two σ-holes on a single compound may possibly be due to the local 

environment, e.g. proximity of the partially negative nitrogen atom. The asymmetry of 4IBK (1) 

σ-holes could also be ascribed to the local environment; there is a chlorine atom possibly interfering 

with a significant σ-hole formation site. While fluorine atoms facilitate σ-hole enlargement, 

proximal chlorine or nitrogen atoms (even despite of being more electronegative than heavier 

chalcogen on carbon atoms) may work against the strong σ-hole. This effect can be simply 

explained by the combination of partial positive (electron deficient) regions on the σ-hole with 

partial negative regions (electron rich) on the proximal compound. The adjacent chlorine atom is 

bigger and less electron withdrawing, thus it may diminish the proximal σ-hole to a certain degree.  

Another effect diminishing the σ-holes of 4CTK compounds is probably their weakening by NH2 

substituent that is an electron-donating group (Murray et al., 2008). 

The systems modified with fluorine and selenium substitutions had all significant σ-holes. 4CTK 

(A) has the smallest σ-hole of all the substituted compounds, presumably because only one fluorine 

atom is adjacent to the selenium, other substituted fluorine atoms are on the other side of a 

compound (additionally to reasons noted above for 4CTK (1)). Interestingly, the fluorine atoms 

themselves are only mildly negative – much less than an oxygen atom despite of their greater 

electronegativity. It seems, that the electronegativity alone is not a sufficient parameter to predict 

the ESP (or the partial charge), as was suggested by Murray et al. (2014). 

6.3 Geometries and interaction energies in the experimental setup 

6.3.1 Crystal structure geometries 

Most chalcogen bond suitable starting (derived from the crystal structure) geometries are exhibited 

by model systems 4CTK (1) and 4U7Q (2). 4CTK (1) has a reasonably negative interaction energy. 

The interaction energy of 4U7Q (2) is however less significant (see Table 7). 4U7Q (2) is very 

close to the theoretical optimal chalcogen bond angle, but its angular deviation from theoretical C-

S…O angle of 180° is to the opposite side as in 4CTK (1), that is over the edge of a C-S-C (away 

from the hydrogen atom and also away from the actual σ-hole – see below). The interaction energy 

is also much less negative for 4U7Q (2) than for 4CTK (A) after this step. 4U7Q (1) has a very 

large and positive interaction energy. This suggest possible error in the original crystal structure or 

that this orientation is forced by other interacting moieties. Since the protein is a symmetric dimer 
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there is a little reasoning that such close S to O distance in 4U7Q (1) would be forced by other 

interacting moieties, because the orientation is much more reasonable in 4U7Q (2), which is an 

alternative binding mode for a ligand in this symmetric protein dimer. The flexibility of the viral 

protein is something to take into account, too.  

Among the systems substituted by fluorine and selenium atoms, the two systems with the most 

reasonable chalcogen bond geometry, 4CTK (A) and 4U7Q (B), had the greatest (the most 

negative) interaction energies. Only 4CTK (A) had the interaction energy smaller than its 

unsubstituted variant 4CTK (1). This is possibly due to the absence of the hydrogen bond in the 

substituted variant 4CTK (A) and due to the lack of a chalcogen bond of greater strength (for 

reasons noted above) - the chalcogen bond did not cover the energy lost by the hydrogen bond 

removal. 4U7Q (A) had almost 9 kcal/mol more negative interaction energy than its non substituted 

variant 4U7Q (1), even though their geometries are analogous. This extreme difference is observed 

even despite of 4U7Q (A) before free optimization is nowhere close to chalcogen bond permitting 

geometry. Seemingly selenium atom in substituted systems is capable of significant nonspecific 

dispersion driven interactions.  

6.3.2 Free optimization 

In the free optimization most of the model systems got into orientations less favorable for a 

chalcogen bond in terms of the sulfur to oxygen atoms distance and the C-S...O angle. Yet there 

was an apparent decrease in the interaction energy. This decrease is most likely due to the 

secondary interaction (hydrogen bond) formation, since the hydrogen atoms of the ligand models 

got closer to the amino acid model oxygen. However, from the fact, that systems did not optimize 

straight to the C-H...O linearity (that would be presumed to be the most optimal for a hydrogen 

bond), the chalcogen bond may still be at play – a competition of both interactions is probably the 

case. Such competition between hydrogen bond and σ-hole interaction has been described in the 

literature (Syzgantseva et al., 2013). In 4U7Q (1) the system relieved an obvious steric stress by 

moving the interacting partners apart, as it is apparent from the significant drop in the interaction 

energy. Since there is no secondary interaction for the geometry this model system adopted after 

free optimization, and the chalcogen bond is also not probable to contribute due to the inappropriate 

interacting partners orientation, most of its interaction energy (-1.07 kcal/mol) is to be ascribed to 

the (nonspecific) dispersion between sulfur and oxygen atoms. There is also a slight trend of the 
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hydrogen bond getting stronger with electron-withdrawing residues, judging from the interatomic 

distances (see 3SKE (1) and (2) compared to (3) and (4); 4IBK (1) compared to (2), Table 7). When 

optimizing the compounds for a chalcogen bond by addition of electronegative or electron-

withdrawing substituents, any hydrogen bonds that a compound can form may also get tuned by a 

certain degree. Even though in 4CTK and 4U7Q the interacting partners were in the chalcogen 

bond favoring orientation before the free optimization, this orientation is probably not solely 

caused by the influence of a chalcogen bond, as during optimization the corresponding systems 

adopt geometry where the chalcogen bond presumably plays much lesser role. This may be the 

effect of other interacting moieties that force the geometry in the protein crystal to what would be 

interpreted as a chalcogen bond. Even so, the chalcogen bond may play a lesser stabilizing role 

here. Since the geometry in the crystal already is close to chalcogen bond optimal geometry for 

these two cases, further optimization exploiting the chalcogen bond of these ligands would be less 

likely to encounter any difficulties caused by the ligand being unable to accommodate to the σ-

hole-to-nucleophile orientation properly. 

Judging from the change of interacting partners orientations of substituted systems during the free 

optimization procedure and from corresponding interaction energies, chalcogen bond was most 

likely formed or strengthened in this process for all the systems but 3SKE (B). This is probably 

why substituted system 3SKE (B) has the least negative interaction energy in the free optimization 

step. As there theoretically should not be other strong noncovalent interactions in the substituted 

systems (the strong nucleophilic oxygen is lacking positive residues on the ligand to interact with, 

as it is apparent from ESPs (Fig. 38), most of 3SKE (B)´s interaction energy after this optimization 

step should be ascribed to dispersion, giving the approximate value of “non-σ-hole interaction 

energy” for this system or substituted systems in general. Obviously when the systems 

accommodate towards the chalcogen bond, relative ratios of interaction energy contributions from 

the system´s functional groups change – it is hard to make any generalizations or predictions of the 

interaction energy contributions for various functional groups. 

The second least negative interaction energy has been observed for 4CTK (A) as it is increasingly 

apparent that the chemical environment of the selenium atom of this 4CTK ligand models attenuate 

the σ-hole to a certain degree. 4IBK (A), tetrafluorothiazole, has the greatest interaction energy 

among the system and greater than trifluoroselenazole rings of 4U7Q (A) and (B) systems. It would 
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seem plausible, that one additional fluorine atom in 4IBK (A) is responsible for a greater electron 

withdrawal than the nitrogen atom as heteroatom in 4U7Q substituted models. However from 

comparison of ESPs it is trifluoroselenazole (4U7Q) that has slightly greater σ-hole. If the σ-hole 

are considered for both ligand model comparable a simple subtraction would give the point of 

reference value of the interaction energy difference between these two systems given by secondary 

interaction. The secondary interactions (possibly F...H-N interaction of 4IBK) are about -1 

kcal/mol strong. This is under the assumptions that other than σ-hole interactions are not the major 

contribution on the interaction energy of substituted systems. ESPs of substituted systems depicted 

position of σ-holes consistently with the C-Se...O angle observed after the optimization – deviating 

from the theoretical position. 

6.3.3 Optimization into presumed chalcogen bond optimal geometry 

Interestingly, after the 180° C-S...O geometry has been forced to the model systems (that is 

according to results around 10° off of the actual optimum) some of them attained or maintained 

the sulfur to oxygen atom distance below the sum of van der Waals radii. It is reasonable to presume 

that these systems, 3CKE (1) and (2); 4CTK (1); 4U7Q (2), have some chalcogen bond component 

in their interaction energy. These are among the systems that did optimize to the geometry in which 

the chalcogen bond played at least partial role, except for the 4U7Q (2). In the 4U7Q (2) system 

despite of some chalcogen bond contribution might be present, the hydrogen bond is probably 

much stronger as its free optimization suggested (see section 5.3.1.3). The interaction energy was 

in case of every system except for 4U7Q (1) less negative than in previous step. This interaction 

energy increase most likely corresponds to the weakening of the hydrogen bonds of respective 

systems. However it is not possible to completely distinguish the hydrogen bond contribution, as 

now the hydrogen bond probably still participates to a certain unknown extend. Concerning the 

4U7Q (1) system in the previous step (section 5.3.1.3) and in this 180° forced optimization alike, 

there were no significant interactions other than dispersion. Thereby now the 4U7Q (1) energy 

drop is mostly because of the chalcogen bond formation it is however very modest drop of the 

interaction energy, of about -0.8 kcal/mol. 
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6.3.4 Free optimization from the chalcogen bond optimal geometry 

Altogether, most of the crystal derived model systems were not in the geometry suitable for a 

chalcogen bond after this step. The interaction energy decrease due to the strengthening of the 

hydrogen bond outweighs the interaction energy increase (decreasing negativity) from leaving the 

optimal chalcogen bond geometry as it seems. In some systems chalcogen bond was not completely 

excluded, however most likely (and in most cases) the hydrogen bond is stronger (as was discussed 

in above sections). After the free optimization from the presumed chalcogen bond optimal 

geometry, 3SKE (2) returned to approximately same position as it was before, confirming the 

energy minimum located in the first optimization step.   

Out of 4IBK systems, (2) - without a chlorine moiety - optimized roughly to the geometry with an 

oxygen atom facing the C-H bond. On the other hand, 4IBK (1) with the chlorine might even after 

this step have some chalcogen bond contribution. This might mean that the chlorine moiety of 

4IBK (1) facilitated the greater σ-hole, which subsequently influenced more strongly the 

optimization process than in 4IBK (2), since both systems have otherwise similar geometry. 

However, the same system as 4IBK (2) only with a different starting orientation - 3SKE (3) did not 

shift towards the hydrogen bond formation entirely while having smaller interaction energy than 

4IBK (2) that did shift. The software most likely did not locate the same minima for different 

starting geometries and neither system actually has a strong chalcogen bond. The latter can imply 

that only one step can generate false results (with calculation at used level of precision).   

Concerning substituted systems, after this step most of them returned to where they were before 

the C-Se...O 180° forcing optimization. This confirms where energy minima connected with 

chalcogen bond formation really are. 3SKE (B) which deployed the chalcogen bond orientation in 

previous step maintained it after the second optimization, showing the true local minimum and 

failure of a software to find it after just first optimization. From the geometries of the substituted 

systems after the free optimization it seems than when the chalcogen bond is dominant the C-S...O 

angle does not drop too much below approximately 165° (see Table 13.). In contrast to this, the 

systems not substituted for the strong chalcogen bond always had this angle below 165° (see Table 
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9). Only the 3SKE (2) had the C-S...O angle 165° (162° after the first free optimization) - the 

difference in C-S/Se...O angles of 3SKE (2) and substituted systems is small. This system also 

exhibits more positive σ-hole (even though the respective ESPs are comparable) than nearby 

hydrogen atom  – unlike other unsubstituted systems. Thereby it seems that if chalcogen bond is 

dominant, the position of nucleophile does not deviate too much from where the ESP shows the σ-

hole in spite of secondary interactions. Following that logic, in other unsubstituted systems 

chalcogen bonds probably are minor contributors, as their ESPs suggest. 

 

3SKE (2) consistently retains characteristics expected form a system in which chalcogen bond is a 

dominant factor. However in the original protein ligand crystal, this model does not match an 

interaction motif that is prominent in the ligand´s binding. Slight accommodation of the chalcogen 

bond optimized ligand would be necessary for the stronger binding. On the other hand ligand 

models 4CTK (1) and 4U7Q (2) had their starting orientations much more suitable for the 

chalcogen bond, but the chalcogen bond did not prove to be the driving force for a binding. The 

substituted models, with fluorine and selenium substitutions, on the other hand were capable of the 

strong chalcogen bond formation. Thus 4CTK and 4U7Q ligands, which are in the orientation 

suitable for the chalcogen bond formation or strengthening, can be modified the way to exploit this 

interaction. For example by replacing the sulfur atom by heavier chalcogen selenium or tellurium 

or by implementation of electron withdrawing groups. 

Overall, despite the fact there were signs of a weak chalcogen bond apparent in so far discussed 

experimental steps in some of model systems, it does not appear that chalcogen bond is the 

dominant factor for a binding in studied crystal structures. 

6.3.5 Scans 

For scan 1 substituted systems provided all well-apparent U-shaped curve where interaction energy 

maxima correspond to the chalcogen bond loss. From those, 4CTK (A)´s relation of interaction 

energy and angle was most shallow. Only unsubstituted systems with similar relation were 3SKE 

(2) and to lesser extent 4IBK (1) or 3SKE (3). In previous steps 4IBK (1) or 3SKE (3) did not 

consistently seem to be significantly better in terms of chalcogen bond contribution than other 

systems. Conversely, some systems that showed some of the σ-hole interacting properties before 
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did not exhibit this U-shaped relation. Differences in positions of other interacting groups among 

systems may cause these inconsistencies (for instance further steps of angular scan are 

energetically disfavored by a repulsion in one system). 3SKE (2) and 4IBK (1) showed some of 

the tendency seen in substituted systems, but others did not. However even systems that did not 

show much of directional preferences had relatively high negative interaction energy. From these 

facts it seems, that the highly negative interaction energy in these systems are mainly because of 

the hydrogen bond and that the hydrogen bond in this setup is much less direactional than 

chalcogen bond. Therefore hydrogen bond in this setup is less likely to produce false positive 

results.  

In scan 2 the increase of interaction energy by turning the oxygen atom containing amino acid 

model around the hydrogen atom of model ligand goes on until it reaches maximum and then a 

decrease is observed. The decrease is probably corresponding to the formation of a second 

hydrogen bond. The spike or energy maximum, corresponding most likely to the point where the 

significant portion of chalcogen bond contribution is lost, but is not fully compensated by second 

hydrogen bond creation is most apparent in 3SKE (2) and also 4IBK (1). This relation is noteless 

in other systems, though (Fig. 36). No such spikes were apparent in substituted systems, where no 

secondary interactions are considered. The negative interaction energy in a plateau (see Fig. 42) is 

probably due to nonspecific dispersion. 

Scan 3 showed similar relation for substituted and unsubstituted systems. This is expectable 

because substituted and unsubstituted systems alike have moieties capable of interacting with 

nucleophile at corresponding locations. From the interaction energy maximum it is also apparent 

that the selenium atoms of substituted systems are capable of greater dispersion overall than the 

sulfur atoms of unsubstituted systems. Other angular scans for substituted systems did show the 

effect of dispersion (on other atoms mostly) to be slightly smaller since after the breakage of 

chalcogen bond the interaction energies were not as negative. Dispersion on the selenium atoms is 

thus stronger than on other possibly interacting moieties in these scans. It also seems, that searching 

sulfur or selenium atom to nucleophile close contacts based on their van der Waals radii may be 

misleading. Se...O distances well below the sum of van der Waals radii (since this value is not 

changing in the course of the scan) in substituted systems together with the negative values of 

interaction energy were observed even away from the σ-hole. Therefore no significant repulsion 
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between Se and a nucleophile occurs at low interatomic separation even though there is no strong 

contribution of chalcogen bond after a certain number of steps of scan 3. 

Distance scans were similar for substituted and unsubstituted systems alike. The only noticeable 

difference is that in substituted systems the interaction energy rocketed more sharply up when 

bringing the interacting partners together. Probably in the substituted systems the interacting 

partners are already too close and further reduction of their separation in energetically not favored. 

This possibly maps the electron-density space around the sulfur and selenium in their respective 

molecules. The general shape of a curve implies only, that there is an interaction present and it does 

not seem possible to distinguish between interaction types. Also the optimization software did 

localize the energy minimum reliably since there is a sharp energy increase on both side of it 

(moving atoms further and closer). 

The important notion is that in certain scans the interacting models indeed have different relative 

starting geometries. Motion of ligand model in frame of one model systems by certain amount of 

degrees may encounter steric hinderance while in other system the motion by same amount of 

degrees may not. This can cause some inconsistencies. 

6.3.6 Concluding remarks on σ-hole tuning in ligand  

By modifying ligand models with hydrogen to fluorine and sulfur to selenium atoms substitutions, 

ligand models with enhanced σ-hole bonding capacity were produced in silico. Interaction energies 

for these model systems were relatively higher compared to of unsubstituted systems despite of the 

loss of hydrogen bond contributions. This could be promising start for the optimization of certain 

medical compounds for a stronger chalcogen bond. In actual chalcogen bond-optimized 

compounds, the interacting hydrogens can be maintained not substituted), so that the positive 

electrostatic potential around them with that of σ-hole on a chalcogen can provide an additional 

stabilization of the interaction. 

6.4 Comparison of chalcogen bond to halogen bond 

The interaction energies obtained were of the same magnitude as those presented by Bauzá et al. 

(2013), who also examined systems similar to substituted systems in this work (perfluoro 

substituted chalcogen containing compounds). Halogen bonds found in biological systems 

exhibited seemingly weaker interaction – greatest of about -2 kcal/mol (Lu et al., 2009). However 
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it is necessary to consider the effects of secondary interactions, as hydrogen bonds are more 

exposed to compete with the chalcogen bond (systems studied in this work) than with halogen 

bond. The chalcogen bond being weaker than halogen bond may cause it to be apparently less 

directional. This is well apparent in Fig. 41, where the compound with the least negative interaction 

energy apparently has the weakest relationship between the angle deviation and the interaction 

energy. This may be a consequence of an electronic structure of σ-hole that could strengthen more 

in its maximum than in the periphery. 

6.5 Model system and the original crystal 

The important difference between model systems and the situation in the original crystal structure 

is the presence of additional residues interacting with the ligand. Thereby optimization step of 

isolated interacting partners may find the local energy minimum, but the question remains whether 

it is also the local minimum in the actual protein-ligand complex. On the other hand, fitting the 

molecule into an electronic density cloud when “interpreting” the results of a structure analysis 

may not provide a product completely authentic to the actual protein-ligand complex either. The 

computational analysis may provide a help or verification for such a fitting procedure (especially 

when all of the interacting residues are considered in calculations). For example one of 4U7Q 

alternative binding conformations in symmetric dimer exhibited great repulsion in out model 

system, while the other slight attraction. The former can probably be alleviated by a simple rotation 

of the thiazole ring.  

6.6 Separability of interactions 

As it was often the case in the (unsubstituted) model systems, chalcogen bond was not the only 

contribution to the binding of the interaction partners solely. Secondary interactions (hydrogen 

bonds), most often between the nucleophile and the ring hydrogen, were formed in the majority of 

unsubstituted systems in various steps of the computational procedure. It has proven not to be 

possible to completely separate the contributions of these secondary interactions from the 

chalcogen bond on the total interaction energy. During the scans that were supposed to isolate the 

chalcogen bond from the hydrogen bond, significant interaction energy change did not occur 

consistently for all unsubstituted systems. In angular scan 2, this is most likely due to the formation 

of a second hydrogen bond that outbalanced the energy loss from the breaking of the chalcogen 

bond to a certain degree. Although a certain trend was apparent in this scan possibly due to the 
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chalcogen bond loss in some of the systems (see Fig. 41), there was not possible to distinguish how 

much of the interaction energy exactly has been compensated by the formation of a new hydrogen 

bond (2.). Angular scan 1, which moved the nucleophile from the plane of the ring, was not 

distinctive enough for the unsubstituted systems either. For most cases of unsubstituted system the 

energy loss due to this movement was rather modest (we should also consider that hydrogen bond 

displays some kind of directionality too that influences the scan to an unknown degree). This 

modest change compared to the more significant interaction energy change (to less negative values 

if the interaction energy) in the substituted systems overall suggests that the binding modes of the 

most, perhaps except of 3SKE (2), of unsubstituted systems and substituted systems are different 

in terms of angular sensitivity, possibly due to the smaller contribution of chalcogen bond in the 

unsubstituted systems. But it is still not possible to tell what part of interaction energy can 

contribute to chalcogen bond alone in unsubstituted systems. Substituted systems did display more 

significant relations on these angular scans, thus it seems plausible that chalcogen bond plays major 

role in these cases (as it is understandable since no other major interaction should theoretically be 

present).  

6.7 Deviation from the theoretical σ-hole position 

It is unknown, why the σ-holes on chalcogen atoms and subsequently the formed chalcogen bonds 

are slightly off the theoretical value of 180° C-S/Se...O angle - the oxygen atom is slightly off the 

axis of the C-S/Se bond. Possible influence of ESP of the nearby hydrogens is to be excluded (at 

least as the only factor) as similar deviations are observed even in the case of the substituted model 

systems (where the ligand has no hydrogen atoms or distinct positive areas neighboring the σ-

holes). The knowledge gained from both EPSs and optimization are consistent on this matter. Even 

though there is no strong hydrogen bond to be formed, the substituted model systems still in all the 

cases moved away from the theoretical orientation. In the optimization of the substituted systems 

(where the σ-holes are the greatest) the systems ended up with the C-Se...O angle around 170°, the 

angle was never close to or exceeded 180°. The ESP also shows that the σ-holes around that area. 

Study of σ-holes of symmetric aliphatic molecules containing sulfur (dimethyl sulfoxide) did not 

reveal any notable deviations from their theoretical position (Clark et al., 2008). Possible effect of 

the ring aromatic system on chalcogen electrons might be the cause or a contributing factor. 

Explaining this solely in terms of hybridization is rather difficult, because hybrid orbitals still have 
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their nonbonding lobes in the axis of the covalent bond. Another effect may be in play. The strain 

of the covalent bond of the chalcogen in the aromatic ring could possibly cause this deviation. 

Certain amount of s-p hybridization on chalcogen atom is apparent on the 96° C-Se-C angle of 

perfluorodimethylthioether, which is greater than 90° that would be typical for nonhybridized 

orbitals. In the studied ring substituted systems this angle was always smaller than in 

dimethylthioether as a reference molecule, for instance the 3SKE substituted ligand had the C-Se-

C angle of about 85° (see Fig. 43). For the unsubstituted ligand models the situation is similar. An 

aromatic ring may apply a steric restraint on the geometry of chalcogen bonds. Presumably C-Se 

or C-S bonds are bent where their anibonding orbitals (or nonbonding – see section 2.3.3.7, 

subsection Ideas and conclusions) are still more or less not deformed. This would create an illusion 

of σ-holes being shifted from the theoretically predicted orientation in the axis of a C-S (Se) bonds 

(but rather the bonds themselves are shifted). For a linear chalcogen bond model the σ-hole is more 

aligned within the expected position (Fig. 43), but not completely - so other effect may play a role.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43. Position of σ-holes on a ring and a linear compound 

Figure shows σ-hole position on substituted 3SKE ligand model (left) and model of aliphatic compound (all the studied 

compounds were rings) optimized for a significant, σ-hole perfluorodimethylselenoether correspondingly to the 

substituted systems (right; this system is not among studied systems). It is apparent that σ-hole is off the C-Se axis in 

the 3SKE model compound, where it is much closer to it in the model compound on the right. The reason why even 

aliphatic systems is not aligned within C-Se axis perfectly might be that the optimization procedure did not recognize 

the global minimum of C-Se-C angle being optimal for this system. 

 

6.8 Future perspectives 

Crystal structures of protein-ligand complexes not only of viral proteins but also of other pathogens 

or tumors or lower resolution crystal structures can be examined for σ-hole interactions, not only 
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a chalcogen bond, providing more model systems for more information and statistical analysis. 

Furthermore, complexes with interatomic chalcogen (or any other σ-hole exhibiting atom) to 

nucleophile distances greater than the sum of van der Waals radii can also be examined for the 

possibility to exhibit a σ-hole interactions. In experimental strategy, various other approaches can 

be thought of that can help to separate the σ-hole interaction from the hydrogen bond part on the 

total interaction energy. And with multitude of these approaches, again statistical analysis can be 

used to quantify better roles of both interactions. Interaction energies in a solvent can be calculated 

to have a better view of a biological context. Since σ-hole interactions should be less prone to the 

interaction energy reduction by solvation this could reveal σ-hole interactions significance where 

the hydrogen bond seemed to be dominating. Interaction energies, or at least some of them, can be 

calculated by more exact quantum-chemical methods. Energy decomposition for σ-hole 

interactions can be also studied by more advanced quantum mechanical methods. Lastly, ligands 

optimized for the stronger σ-hole interaction can be designed for concrete systems and actually 

synthesized and tested as potential inhibitors.  

7 Conclusions 

As a result of this work it can be concluded: 

1) Chalcogen bonds are not an abundant interaction motif (speaking in absolute numbers) in 

the crystal structures of viral protein-inhibitor complexes with high resolution provided up 

to date. 

2)  The strength of the chalcogen bonds in the most of the model complexes was smaller than 

of the hydrogen bonds. Some of the model systems in the crystal structure derived geometry 

lie close to the presumed chalcogen bond-connected minimum, that is however not the local 

minimum of interaction energy. Chalcogen bond can help to coordinate the studied ligands 

by binding to the nucleophile of a protein additionally to hydrogen bonds and other 

noncovalent interactions, but is not the major contributor to the binding. Additionally, we 

have found out that for the studied systems chalcogen bonds in divalent chalcogen 

containing aromatic rings are situated slightly off the position where it should be according 

to the theory.  
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3) When however we optimized the model ligands for the stronger chalcogen bond, the 

interaction energy was in most of the cases more negative (favorable) than for systems 

before the optimization. This is why we conclude, that chalcogen bond can be utilized in 

drug design to strengthen the binding to their targets.  

It has proven to be difficult to completely separate the contributions of chalcogen and 

halogen bonds.  
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